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ABSTRACT 

 

Mobile technology is changing the way consumers consume content and connect 

with others. At the same time, marketers admit that effectively implementing mobile 

targeting and promoting deals through mobile devices remains a challenge. To address 

these challenges and reveal consumer insights in the mobile marketing space, I propose a 

research stream via three essays that investigates the contextual factors that influence 

consumer receptivity to mobile messages. One of these factors is environmental contexts, 

such as the crowdedness of a consumer’s environment, which is the focus of the first 

essay. Another factor is the context of social cues and the framing of the mobile message 

itself, which is the focus of the second essay. Yet another factor is whether the product is 

promoted as being popular while also being promoted at a discount, which is the focus of 

the third essay. How contextual factors may influence consumer receptivity to targeted 

mobile promotions is complex and is explored in detail in the following studies.  
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Mobile commerce is projected to exceed $100 billion by 2018 (eMarketer 2014). 

This exponential growth is facilitated by two unique capabilities of mobile technology: 

the portability of cell phones for real-time access and GPS-enabled smartphones for 

location-based targeting. Marketers can leverage these high-tech features to deliver 

relevant messages to specific consumers. Indeed, as more consumers rely on their 

smartphones to hunt for deals and price-compare, stores are reaching out to them by 

sending special promotions to their mobile devices (eMarketer 2013a). 

Marketers have also begun tapping into social analytics in a time when mobile 

access to social media will soon surpass desktop access (eMarketer 2013b). The 

conversion potential in the relatively untapped market of mobile targeting parameters is 

high, as more than half of mobile users prefer ad-supported steaming content (eMarketer 

2013c). Yet, marketers admit that effectively implementing mobile targeting and 

promoting deals through mobile devices remains a challenge. A recent Forrester report 

corroborates this struggle to boost consumer receptivity to mobile campaigns (Husson, 

Paderni, and Colburn 2014). This challenge threatens significant ramifications for 

managers who are allocating more of their marketing budget towards mobile. Mobile 

targeting strategies thus require new thinking. Indeed, in an era when consumers are 

increasingly using their mobile devices as a remote control to everyday life, marketers are 

keen on understanding the contextual factors that affect mobile purchases.  
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Therefore, to reveal consumer insights in the mobile marketing space, I propose a 

research stream via three essays that investigate the contextual factors that influence 

consumer receptivity to mobile messages. One of these factors concerns environmental 

contexts, such as the crowdedness of a consumer’s environment. This is the focus of the 

first essay, which investigates how crowd density impacts consumers’ response to mobile 

promotions. This unconventional but important question is broadly related to how 

engagement with mobile content changes in contextual environments. To investigate how 

physical crowdedness may influence consumer response to mobile ads, I conduct a field 

study in the underground subway system of a large city. The subway is an interesting 

context because it is one in which people are surrounded by others, in a public 

environment, where there isn’t much to do, which changes the way we think about the 

effect of crowdedness on receptivity to mobile ads. In the mobile literature, scholars such 

as Bart, Stephen, and Savary (2014) and Ghose and Han (2014) suggest there is a lot of 

noise involved in mobile ad exposure, which can distract consumers’ attention from those 

ads and decrease purchase rates. In contrast, I find that because people in crowded 

environments may adaptively respond to the crowd by turning inwards and focusing on 

their mobiles, crowding may boost their attention to the signal of mobile ads and actually 

increase purchase rates. In other words, crowding may make the audiences for ads more 

attentive to those ads.  

That crowding can positively affect mobile ad purchases is opposite of what the 

crowding literature would predict. Much of the literature on crowding, from Harrel, Hutt, 

and Anderson’s work in 1980 to Zhang, Li, Burke, and Leykin’ (2014) recent work in 

which they use video tracking to document how shoppers react to in-store crowding has 
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shown that crowding can lead people to engage in avoidance behaviors. They are more 

likely to skirt interaction with store employees, spend less time in the store, and generally 

decrease their purchases. But, for mobile retail, crowding may increase purchases. One 

way to reconcile these seemingly different outcomes is that my finding could be a 

different manifestation of avoidance behaviors. As crowding invades one’s physical 

space, people may adaptively turn inwards and become more susceptible to mobile ads. 

This explanation is grounded in the behavioral constraint literature in which Milgram 

(1970) suggests that people adapt to crowded situations by turning inwards to filter out 

inputs from social and physical surroundings. In today’s day and age of mobile ubiquity, 

this avoidance via inward immersion can be accomplished with a mobile phone. So for 

retail marketers, while crowding in traditional stores is often undesirable, they can turn 

this challenge into an opportunity by targeting consumers in crowded environments 

outside the retail store. In that sense, crowding may be a good thing for mobile retail.  

Another factor that affects mobile purchases is that of social contexts in general, 

and the mobile message in particular. This is the focus of the second essay, which 

explores how framing mobile messages with social features may affect consumers’ 

response to mobile deals.  This question is related to how mobile message content may 

change consumer purchase likelihood. Since mobile is ultimately about people, not 

devices, understanding this social aspect of consumer mobile usage can help marketers 

devise better mobile marketing strategies.  

To explore how message content may influence consumers’ mobile response, I 

conduct a large-scale field study in which I partner with a wireless provider to promote a 

video-streaming service to a popular television sitcom. In my study, consumers are 
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randomly assigned to receive a message containing a catchphrase from the promoted 

show, or a message containing the title or description of the show. A catchphrase is a 

well-known and oft-repeated phrase that is associated with a particular character of an 

entertainment product. Leveraging a catchphrase to promote an entertainment product 

may help consumers move beyond considering the ad itself to considering how they may 

use the catchphrase in social settings. This is particularly important for entertainment 

products, such as sports team performance, movies, or books, whose consumption is not 

as readily visible as physical products, such as electronics and clothing (Fisher and Price 

1992). Using a catchphrase in social setting can thus serve as an economical way to 

signal the consumption of an entertainment product and communicate to others that one 

is in the know (Burke and Porter 1992). Indeed, consumers may be driven to consume an 

entertainment product in part to connect with others who have also consumed that 

product. The constantly evolving narrative characteristic of entertainment products 

provides conversation fodder which may strengthen bonds between those who discuss the 

product. For example, an individual who begins a new job in a new city may be more 

likely to begin following that city’s sports team performance if many people in the new 

job frequently discuss the team’s performance. As such, also following the team’s 

performance may better enable an individual to partake in conversations with others 

about it.  

Because a catchphrase can serve as an economical way to signal the consumption 

of a product, its use in an entertainment promotion may help consumers imagine using it 

in social settings. In turn, imagining the positive social consequences of consumption 

may lead consumers to be more likely to purchase the video-streaming service when it is 
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promoted using a catchphrase compared with when it is promoted using only a title or 

description of the promoted show. My finding that messages incorporating a catchphrase 

generate higher mobile purchases than messages that don’t incorporate a catchphrase 

helps demonstrate the power of a social frame for mobile marketers. 

 Yet another factor that may impact consumer receptivity to mobile promotions is 

whether the promoted product has social value beyond the consumption value itself. This 

is the focus of my third essay, which explores how social cues via cues of product 

popularity may influence consumers’ mobile purchases. This question recognizes that 

consumer decisions do not occur in a social vacuum, but rather may be influenced by 

many social factors, such as how many other people are also consuming the product 

(Bettman, Johnson, and Payne 1991). In line with a consume-to-connect motive, 

consumers may be motivated to purchase popular products because popularity indicates a 

higher chance that others are also consuming the product, and can thus have 

conversations about it.  

Given this importance of social factors for consumers, marketers may be tempted 

to include cues of social value in their mobile promotions. Until recently, though, mobile 

marketers have largely offered value to consumers via price discounts. Yet, marketers 

may be tempted to boost the appeal of their messages by also adding a social cue of 

consumption to their offer, such as that of a popularity cue. The focus of the third essay is 

thus to also explore whether combining popularity cues with price discounts may be a 

viable strategy for targeted promotions. I find that combining popularity cues with price 

discounts is complicated and may not lead to increased consumer response but in some 

cases may even dampen consumer response. This is because while consumers may be 
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used to seeing either promotion tactic in isolation, they may not be used to seeing them in 

combination. This unfamiliarity may lead consumers to be suspicious of marketer 

motives, and even wonder why a popular product needs to be discounted at all if it is 

indeed popular. This suspicion may in turn reduce consumers’ purchase intentions. Thus, 

while consumers may be used to seeing mobile promotions offering financial incentives 

in exchange for a short-term behavior (entering a store, buying a product), they may not 

be as open to price discounts that are offered on products touted as popular, even when 

presented through the mobile medium. This finding suggests much more research is 

needed to investigate the specific contextual factors that influence consumer response to 

mobile promotions. 

 

Intended Contributions to Marketing Theory and Practice 

 

My first essay of how crowd density affects mobile purchase offers several 

important contributions to the marketing and IS fields. Specifically, my research aims to 

make several contributions to the literature. First, crowding is an important research 

topic, but has been limited by the lack of precise metrics to measure it. Traditional 

measures of crowd density have been based on census reports, traffic congestion, and 

image processing. Mobile technologies allow researchers to more precisely measure 

interpersonal distance and crowd density in real-time. I crowdsense using mobile 

technology and demonstrate how to identity and quantify the effects of crowding in the 

natural setting of underground subway trains. Second, crowding has mostly been 

considered a negative facet of daily life. Yet, in the context of public transit such as 
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subway commutes, I find that crowding may positively influence mobile involvement and 

purchase. This finding adds to the literature on the coping and avoidance mechanisms 

that individuals may adopt when they feel crowded (Maeng, Tanner, and Soman 2013). 

To my knowledge, this paper is the first to show that crowded environments may be an 

opportune moment to connect with consumers via mobile messages.  

My findings also have important implications for industry practice. Marketers 

should comprehend that mobile marketing effectiveness varies with the crowdedness of 

consumers’ immediate surroundings. Interestingly, because consumers may be more 

engaged with their devices in a crowd, public transit commutes provide a window of 

opportunity for marketers to target mobile users. In this sense, subway crowding may be 

a good thing for marketers who can deliver information in real-time at the right moment. 

As more cities facilitate mobile usage in underground subways (Flegenheimer 2013), 

marketing opportunities to target customers based on ambient factors such as crowd 

density will abound. 

Given the tremendous potential of mobile targeting thanks to advances in mobile 

technologies, my second essay provides consumer insights on the effectiveness of mobile 

targeting by focusing on the impact of including a catchphrase in entertainment 

promotions. In an era of increasing competition for consumers’ attention, marketers 

employ multiple ways to reach consumers through their messages. Comparison 

advertising, price promotions, others’ recommendations, and emotional appeals typify the 

marketing communication toolbox. In this essay, I present and demonstrate a novel way 

to reach consumers through marketing messages –by framing the message with the social 

currency of a catchphrase. Indeed, consumers are driving the need for a contextual 
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mobile experience (Johnson 2013). Thus, the social factors via the use of a catchphrase in 

a mobile message add to the list of contextual factors that may influence consumer 

response. 

Effective mobile targeting lies in the ability to deliver information that is both 

current and relevant. For example, retailers such as H&M and Central Market 

experienced a 2.3% and 4.1% increase in click-through rates respectively when they sent 

geoaware messages to nearby mobile users (Tode 2013). Recognizing this, 30% of the 

travel industry’s mobile ad campaigns in 2012 employed geoaware targeting presumably 

to reach travelers who make in-destination bookings (eMarketer 2013b). Even the 

consumer packaged goods industry has begun to capitalize on limited-time offers and in-

store promotions (eMarketer 2013c; Hui, Inman, Huang, and Suher 2013). Empowered 

by geo-fencing technologies, a growing number of marketers can more precisely target 

mobile customers at the point of purchase –when and where they are ready to buy.  

My research demonstrates that marketers should not only heed consumer 

contexts, but also consider the social implications of their mobile messages. 

Theoretically, studies have examined how media contexts affect advertising (Wang and 

Calder 2006). Whereas such contexts involved content outside of advertising itself, such 

as the print or media into which the advertisement was embedded, I examine how media 

content within the advertisement itself impacts consumer purchases. In light of the rapid 

increase in volume and diversity of mobile content (Niculescu and Whang 2012), I 

suggest an effective customer targeting strategy entails connecting with customers whose 

mentality aligns well with mobile promotions. Mobile marketers must devise a new 

corporate agenda that centers on consumer contexts in order to prevent their campaigns 
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from slipping into irrelevance. This mandate is echoed by Kenny and Marshal (2000), 

who note that efforts to influence purchases must be context dependent. Indeed, 

marketers must move beyond a hyper local targeting strategy to a hyper contextual one. If 

they can adopt a hypercontextual targeting strategy by understanding consumers’ real-

time contexts, such as not only where they are, but how many people are around them, 

they can better achieve their dream of delivering the right product to the right consumer 

at the right time and place. Thus, IS and marketing executives must carefully design 

mobile campaigns that balance the goals of timely and socially-relevant information 

against the risks of alienating customers through a shotgun approach.  

For this reason, my third essay explores how popularity cues and price discounts 

in combination may affect consumer purchase intentions. Specifically, because the need 

to feel socially connected to others is fundamental to humans (Baumeister and Leary 

1995), consumer purchase decisions may be driven by a value for connections with others 

and social relationships. Mobile marketers must understand this in order to optimize their 

mobile marketing campaigns. This is because “mobile is about people –not devices” 

(Pasqua and Elkin 2013, p. xxii). Cell phones help people feel closer and more available 

to others (Leung and Wei 2000). Over 80% of mobile users find the ability to stay in 

constant touch with those they care about a primary benefit of mobile devices (Pew 

Research Report 2012).  

This human centric-focus is corroborated by the exponential growth of messaging 

apps (Ballve 2014) and the finding that people check their mobile phones 150 times a day 

on average (Panepinto 2014). Mobile is thus social. As “digital involvements are social in 

nature” (Belk 2013, p. 487), mobile is quickly becoming the primary way to access and 
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share information with others. Accordingly, widespread smartphone penetration is 

driving increased video viewing and social networking on mobile devices (eMarketer 

2014). Bigger screens and better resolution also enable more content consumption and 

broadcasting via these devices as mobile connectivity becomes more ubiquitous. Thus, 

mobile executives must heed consumer purchase motivations when designing consumer-

centric mobile advertisements. 

To the best of my knowledge, this theme with three essays on mobile technologies 

and consumer insights has not been examined in the literature. My research thus aims to 

offer significant contributions. To mobile marketing theory, my research proffers 

consumer insights on marketing strategy in the mobile setting (location-based services, 

mobile coupons, and social frames). To the industry, my research proffers field-tested 

ways to optimize targeted promotions on mobile devices. By understanding the contexts 

in which consumers may be more receptive to mobile messages, marketers can map 

contextual factors onto their targeting strategies to create more efficient and optimal 

mobile campaigns.   
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CHAPTER 2. 

ESSAY 1: CROWD DENSITY AND MOBILE PURCHASES  

 

Abstract  

 

 

Mobile technologies can provide novel measures of crowd density. This research 

shows that consumers in crowded subway trains are more receptive to mobile promotions 

than in non-crowded trains. On the basis of randomized field experiments with a short 

message service (SMS) sent to 7,300 mobile users, I find that crowding positively affects 

mobile purchase likelihood. Follow-up telephone surveys reveal a psychological process: 

crowdedness → mobile immersion → involvement → purchase. That is, consumers may 

cope with the loss of personal physical space in crowded trains by escaping into their 

personal mobile space, which in turn may lead to higher consumer involvement with 

mobile devices and SMSs and thus more purchases. For marketers, understanding 

consumers’ environment offers a new way to target consumers for effective mobile 

marketing campaigns. 

 

Introduction 

 

 

Mobile technologies are changing how people live. Consumers increasingly use 

cellular devices to locate information and make purchases, behaviors that will drive 

revenues to $100 billion by 2017 (eMarketer 2013a). As cellular access expands, mobile 

messages can reach customers almost anywhere (Garside 2013). Yet, in order to deliver 
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the right message to the right customer at the right time and location, marketers must 

heed consumer contexts. One such context may be the crowdedness of a consumer’s 

environment. Specifically, are consumers more or less likely to respond to mobile 

promotions in the context of crowded environments?  

Crowding and its effects have been researched for over 50 years. Sociologists link 

crowding to anxiety, social disorder, and hostile behaviors (Christian et al. 1960). 

Echoing this, psychologists find that crowdedness may induce stress and the feeling of a 

loss of personal space in individuals (Sherrod 1974). Recently, consumer researchers 

imply that people adopt defensive behaviors to compensate for such perceived loss 

(Maeng et al. 2013). In the literature, observational studies have investigated the effects 

of crowding in cafeterias and playgrounds (Hutt and Vaizy 1966, Tucker and Friedman 

1972). Laboratory studies have primed crowding with pictures or participant numbers 

(Xu et al. 2012). Scholars have also analyzed surveillance images, GPS signals, and 

Bluetooth applications (Ghose et al. 2013a). I extend these studies by using cutting-edge 

cellular technologies to quantify crowd density and examine how crowding affects 

commuters’ response to mobile promotions. 

I design and execute a randomized field experiment in cooperation with a wireless 

service provider who sent SMSs to 7,300 mobile users in the subway. Recipients could 

purchase the promoted service by responding to the SMS. Specifically, I use cellular 

technology to record in real-time the number of mobile users located within each mobile-

equipped subway train. My knowledge of the exact dimensions of the subway train 

enables me to determine people’s spatial proximity to one another. Thus, I precisely 

gauge crowdedness as the number of subway passengers per square meter. Different from 
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prior literature on crowding that used laboratory and small-scale observational studies, I 

examine the effects of crowding in a large, real-world field study. My experiment 

involves actual commuters who use public transit in a large city. The natural setting of 

subway trains with different levels of crowdedness enables me to examine the effects of 

crowding, providing external validity to extant research on crowding.  

I find that consumers in crowded environments have a higher likelihood of 

making a mobile purchase. In packed subway trains (5 passengers/m
2
), the purchase rate 

was nearly 46.9% higher than in uncongested ones (2 passengers/m
2
). This finding is 

intriguing because research in retail settings suggests a negative effect of crowding on 

consumer decision-making (Hui and Bateson 1991, Maeng et al. 2013). In contrast, I 

observe that crowding positively affects consumer responses to mobile messages.  

Why does the crowdedness of a consumer’s environment affect mobile 

purchases? The results from follow-up telephone surveys by the wireless provider reveal 

a psychological process: crowdedness → mobile immersion → involvement → purchase. 

Specifically, in a crowd, commuters perceive a loss of personal physical space, so they 

cope by escaping into their personal mobile space. Put differently, a crowd reduces 

interpersonal distance and invades individual comfort zones. Commuters may 

compensate for this threat to their feeling of ease by escaping into their personal world. 

Because mobiles devices are an extension of people’s personal world (i.e. contain private, 

personalized content), commuters may seek psychological immersion and experience 

higher involvement with their personal mobile devices. In this sense, immersion into their 

personal mobile space and higher involvement with their cell phones can help commuters 

attain a sense of comfort and relaxation in a crowded subway. In turn, the more 
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consumers are involved and engaged with their personal mobiles, the more likely they 

will consider mobile promotions and make a purchase. After all, in non-crowded settings, 

targeting consumers on their personal devices may be construed as an annoying and 

unwelcome invasion of privacy. However, in crowded settings, consumers’ individual 

comfort zones and personal space are invaded physically. Consumers may thus rely on 

the personal sphere of their mobile space to psychologically withdraw, save themselves 

from the invading crowd, and retain personal ease and relaxation in the crowd. 

Furthermore, the study controls for several alternative explanations for my findings. 

These explanations include social anxiety, prevention-focused mindsets, price 

consciousness, deal proneness, and mobile usage behavior.   

My research aims to make several contributions to the literature. First, crowding 

is an important research topic, but has been limited by the lack of precise metrics to 

measure it. Traditional measures of crowd density were based on census reports, traffic 

congestion, and image processing. Mobile technologies allow researchers to more 

precisely measure interpersonal distance and crowd density in real-time. I crowdsense 

using mobile technology and demonstrate how to identity and quantify the effects of 

crowding in natural subway settings. Second, crowding has mostly been considered a 

negative facet of daily life. Yet, in the context of public transit such as subways, I find 

that crowding may positively influence mobile involvement and purchase. This finding 

adds to the literature on the coping mechanisms that individuals adopt when they feel 

crowded (Maeng et al. 2013). To my knowledge, this paper is the first to show that 

crowded environments may be a welcoming context for marketers to connect with 

consumers through mobile messages. 
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My findings also have important implications for industry practice. Marketers 

should comprehend that mobile marketing effectiveness varies with the crowdedness of 

consumers’ immediate surroundings. Interestingly, because consumers are more engaged 

with their devices in a crowd, public transit commutes provide a window of opportunity 

for marketers to target mobile users. In this sense, subway crowding may be a good thing 

for marketers who can deliver information in real-time at the right moment. As more 

cities facilitate mobile usage in underground subways (Flegenheimer 2013), marketing 

opportunities to target customers based on ambient factors such as crowd density will 

abound. 

 

Background and Hypotheses 

 

Crowd Density and Crowding: Definitions and Measures 

 

In early works, the few scholars studying the various effects arising from crowded 

conditions used crowd density and crowding interchangeably (Christian et al. 1960). 

However, driven by the 1970’s spike in urban growth, research interest on individual 

spatial needs and behaviors piqued, particularly amongst social psychologists (Worchel 

and Teddlie 1976). Thus, in 1972 Stokols felt the need to differentiate crowd density as 

the amount of physical space available to an individual and crowding as the reaction of 

individuals to perceptions of spatial restriction.  

Crowd density, as a physical measurement, is grounded in a physical and spatial 

perspective, while crowding, as a motivational state, is grounded in a mental and 
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nonspatial perspective (Aiello et al. 1977). Put simply, density is an objective physical 

measurement, while crowding is a subjective reaction (Schaeffer and Patterson 1980). As 

such, crowd density has been accordingly defined as high population density (Griffitt and 

Veitch 1971), while crowding has been operationalized as how physically close others 

are to a focal individual, in terms of physical proximity (Aiello et al. 1975).  

Because much of the early research in psychology has found that crowding can 

lead to arousal or stress, often the spatial variable most likely to induce the stress or 

arousal has been measured, such as the physical distance between people. For example, 

Efran and Cheyne (1974) found that when participants were forced to come within close 

proximity of confederates, they experienced greater arousal than their counterparts.  

However, once scholars began to differentiate crowd density from crowding, they 

began to measure the former by the amount of space available to an individual (Freedman 

1975, Stokols 1972, Worchel and Teddlie 1976) For example, Freedman et al. (1972) and 

Griffit and Veitch (1971) measured crowd density as the available square feet per person 

by measuring the size of the laboratory room and counting the number of participants in 

it. Scholars have used similar measures to estimate the crowd density of playgrounds, 

dormitories, cafeterias, prisons, and schools (Hutt and Vaizy 1966, Tucker and Friedman 

1972).  

Crowd density has alternatively been measured by the number of people per unit 

area (Scheffer and Patterson 1980). A well-known method for event organizers, police, 

and reporters to measure crowd sizes is called the “Jacobs’ Method,” after the UC 

Berkeley professor who devised it to estimate Vietnam War protests in the 1960s. This 

method relies on multiplying the number of people who are standing inside a predefined 
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grid section by the number of grid sections occupied (Smallwood 2014). Because the 

density of the crowd can affect how many people are standing within a grid, this measure 

also takes into account crowd density itself, such that a low crowd density has fewer 

people within a grid section, a medium crowd density has more, and a high crowd density 

has many. Table 1 summarizes these distinctions and their measures.  
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Table 1. Definitions and Measures of Crowd Density and Crowding, Continued 
 

Definition Measures Sources 

Crowding 
 

• Reaction of  

  individuals to     

  perceived spatial     

  restriction 

 

• Subjective and mental     

  Examples: 

    Reported feelings      

    Reported helplessness      

    Mental representation   

    Mood 

    Arousal 

    Stress  

 

 

• Objective and behavioral    

   Examples: 

     Choice preferences 

      

    

     Number of times  

        consumers handled a     

        product 

     Purchase likelihood 

 

 

 

Aiello et al. 1977 

Baum et al. 1978 

Maeng and Tanner 2013 

Efran and Cheyne 1974 

Schaefer and Patterson 1980 

Aiello et al. 1977, Efran and 

Cheyne 1974 

 

 

 

Hui and Batteson 1991,  

  Levav and Zhu 2009,   

  Maeng et al. 2014 

Zhang et al. 2014  

 

 

Zhang et al. 2014 

Crowd density 
 

• Amount of    

  physical space  

   available to an    

   individual  

 

 

 

 

 

• Number of people  

   per unit area 

 

• Objective and physical 

   Examples: 

     Number of square feet per  

        person 

 

 

 

 

   Examples: 

     Number of people per grid  

         section  

     

  

     Number of people per square  

         meter  

 

 

 

 

Aiello et al. 1977, Baum et  

  al. 1978, Griffitt and Veitch   

  1971, Hutt and Vaizy 1966,  

  Levav and Zhu 2009,  

  Tucker and Friedman 1972,  

  Worchel and Teddlie 1976 

 

Hui and Batteson 1991,  

  Maeng and Tanner 2013,  

  Smallwood 2014, Zhang et   

  al. 2014 

Alnabulsi and Drury 2014, 

Schaefer and  

  Patterson 1980 

Crowdedness 
 

• Degree of  

  population density,   

  or number of   

  people per unit  

  area 

 

• Objective and physical 

   Examples: 

     Number of people per  

     square meter 

 

 

 

Alnabulsi and Drury 2014,  

  Schaefer and Patterson 1980,    

  This study 
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Literature on Crowding 

 

Crowding has received attention in the sociology, psychology, and consumer 

behavior research. In sociology, studies have linked crowd density to physical and mental 

diseases as well as juvenile delinquency (Schmitt 1966). Crowd density can increase 

levels of stress (Collette and Webb 1976), frustration (Sherrod 1974), and hostility 

(Griffitt and Veitch 1971). Individuals may consider themselves more anonymous in 

crowds, which can reduce their social interactions and fuel antisocial behavior (Zimbardo 

1969). For example, Jarrell and Howsen (1990) found that in more crowded areas, crime 

rates spike due to the higher likelihood that criminals can avoid detection. Scholars also 

suggest that in more crowded settings, people perceive less control over their situations 

(Aiello et al. 1977).  

The psychology literature proposes a two-step process to explain crowding’s 

effect (Worchel and Teddlie 1976). First, crowding must decrease the interpersonal 

distance between individuals. This then elevates their arousal (Evans and Wener 2007, 

Schaeffer and Patterson 1980). Increased physical proximity boosts the likelihood of 

accidental touching and catching others’ gazes, which in turn produces stress or arousal 

(Freedman 1975). The second step involves attribution. When people experience 

heightened arousal, they search for an explanation of causality and may attribute it to the 

crowd.  

The consumer behavior literature reveals how people react to crowding. 

Crowding can trigger nervousness and decrease creativity (Maeng et al. 2013). In retail 

settings it can elicit negative attitudes towards the store (Hui and Bateson 1991). 
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Crowding has also been shown to induce avoidance behaviors and prompt shoppers to 

rely more on familiar brands, skirt interactions with store employees and others, and 

reduce shopping time (Harrell et al. 1980). Recently, Maeng and colleagues (2013) 

demonstrated that crowded environments can spur shoppers to become more risk averse 

and favor safety-oriented options such as visiting a pharmacy over a convenience store.
1
  

 

The Effect of Crowdedness on Mobile Purchases 

 

Mobile messages may elicit higher response rates when people are in crowded 

subway trains vis-à-vis non-crowded trains. Crowding invades personal space and 

restricts behavior, so people can adapt by turning inwards and becoming more responsive 

to mobile messages. More specifically, crowding arises from the physical proximity of 

others in confined subway trains, where “riders are often squeezed into very close 

proximity” (Milgram and Sabini 1978, p. 32). As more commuters occupy the train, 

individuals’ personal and physical spaces become invaded.  

This spatial limitation poses a behavioral constraint that can lead people to 

experience a reduction in the outside options of things to do. For example, people will be 

less prone to look around because crowding can boost the likelihood of catching 

unwanted gazes (Aiello et al. 1977, Evans and Wener 2007). The behavioral constraint 

theory (Stokols 1972) suggests that people employ adaption strategies in a crowd to 

                                                 

1
 Other research has shown that crowding can threaten consumers’ sense of uniqueness, 

which may lead them to purchase more distinctive products in order to restore their 

perceived individuality (Xu et al. 2012). 
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alleviate perceived behavioral restrictions: people may adapt to crowded situations by 

turning inwards to filter out inputs from social and physical surroundings (Milgram 

1970). Similarly, scholars have documented that when consumers perceive a threat to 

their freedom due to spatial confinement, they may react by engaging in actions designed 

to reassert their freedom (Brehm 1966, Wicklund 1974). For example, consumers may 

use their purchasing decisions to exert control over their environment (Levav and Zhu 

2009).  

In today’s age, people can adapt by turning inwards and paying more attention to 

their mobiles. That is, people can immerse themselves in their private mobiles “as a 

means of escape, a way by which a person can avoid unwanted encounters” and gain a 

sense of control over her space and privacy (Sommer 2009, p. 1227). Crowding can lead 

people to adaptively respond by escaping into the “technologically mediated private 

realm” of their mobiles (Bull 2005, p. 354). This mobile immersion allows passengers to 

psychologically withdraw from the physical crowd and can boost their attention to mobile 

messages (Maeng and Tanner 2013), thus likely leading to higher purchase responses in 

more crowded trains. If so, I test the following:   

H1: Ceteris paribus, physical crowdedness engenders higher consumer response to  

      mobile messages.  

 

Field Experiment 

 

To explore the impact of crowdedness on mobile purchasing, I conducted 

randomized field experiments in the subway system of a major city with one of the 
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world’s largest wireless service providers (who wishes to remain anonymous). I 

conducted one experiment during the business week (Wednesday), and another 

experiment during the weekend (Saturday). 

 

Method 

 

A total of 7,300 mobile users who rode the subway were randomly selected to 

receive an SMS. The SMS advertised a missed call alert service, which if purchased 

would notify mobile users of the time and number of the calls they missed. My 

experiment took place in China, where cell phone plans are piecemeal rather than all 

inclusive.
2
 As such, mobile users must purchase a missed call alert service separately in 

order to be notified of the calls they missed. Mobile users who received the SMS had 20 

minutes to reply to the SMS in order to take advantage of the offer. The SMS read 

“Missed a call and want to know from whom? Subscribe to [Wireless Service Provider’s] 

missed call alert service and be notified by SMS of the calls you missed! Only ¥9 for 3 

months! Get ¥3 off if you reply “Y” to this SMS within the next 20 minutes!” In my 

experiment, since the average subway commute is 30 minutes, I restricted the reply time 

to 20 minutes in order to ensure that most commuters would respond to the SMS while 

still in transit. My corporate partner also offered a ¥3 rebate to incentivize mobile users to 

respond. For those who responded, the cost was charged to their phone bills. Thus, I 

                                                 

2
 Since tolerance for crowding may vary by culture, i.e. the Chinese are more tolerant of 

crowding given their large population, the effects of crowding in my field experiment 

may be more conservative. 
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measure response to mobile ads as the purchase rate (1 = purchase, 0 = no purchase), also 

labeled as mobile purchase — my dependent variable. 

The wireless service provider can identify all mobile users’ phone numbers. This 

allowed me to randomly select from amongst my targeted subway population of mobile 

users in each train. My targeted population consisted of mobile users from a city with a 

population of 20 million inhabitants. This targeted population had not previously 

subscribed to a missed call alert plan, nor had it received a similar SMS from the 

corporate partner. Because the wireless service provider maintains purchase records of all 

of its clients, I was able to immediately discern whether a given mobile user in the 

subway train had previously subscribed to the promoted service. This enabled me to rule 

out potential carryover effects of prior marketing campaigns.  

Also, I ensured that each mobile user would receive the promotion only once in a 

between-subjects design. That is, for each user from my targeted subway population, a 

random number was assigned via SAS software’s random number generator and 

RANUNI function, which returns a random value from a uniform distribution (Deng and 

Graz 2002). These random numbers are then sorted in sequence from which a sample is 

extracted. Integrated in the wireless provider’s IT system, this algorithm can compute and 

randomize mobile users instantly in order to accurately gauge the level of crowdedness 

while sending the SMSs in real-time. Such instant computation and randomization are 

difficult to execute and require privileged support from the corporate partner, thereby 

representing a unique feature of my field experiment.  

The wireless provider pushed the SMS to subway commuters on a Wednesday (a 

weekday) and on a Saturday (a weekend day) in September 2013. For each day, I selected 
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five different times to represent the five cycles people may experience during an average 

day, each cycle potentially having a different crowd density. The first time cycle was 

from 07:30 - 08:30 and represented the morning rush hour on a weekday. The second was 

from 10:00 - 12:00, representing the lull after the morning rush hour traffic. The third 

was from 14:00 - 16:00, the afternoon lull before the evening rush hour traffic. The fourth 

was from 17:30 - 18:30, the evening rush hour. And the fifth was from 21:00 - 22:00, the 

after-dinner traffic. I selected these five time cycles in order to control for the systematic 

differences between various types of subway commuters (business commuters at rush 

hour versus non-business commuters at non-rush hours).  

In addition, I further account for the possible self-selection bias by designing my 

experiments across two different days: a weekday and a weekend. On weekdays, work 

schedules force business travelers to self-select into crowded trains in rush hours, while 

non-business travelers (e.g., retirees and homemakers) self-select into non-crowded trains 

in lull hours. However, on weekends this self-selection bias is less of a concern because 

all travelers have more choices and are not constrained by weekday work schedules. 

Within these time cycles, the corporate partner pushed SMSs to 14 subway trains each 

day of the weekday and weekend experiments.   

Note that this study does not randomize crowdedness, but rather the mobile users 

who receive the SMS. It is impossible to randomize crowdedness because people’s 

decisions to take public transit are beyond the control of researchers or my corporate 

partner. Nevertheless, I randomly sample mobile users in different crowdedness levels 

and test the interaction between crowdedness and mobile responses. 
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Measuring Crowdedness 

 

I measured crowd density as the number of subway passengers per square meter 

in accordance with prior literature (Scheffer and Patterson 1980). I did so in step-by-step 

fashion. First, in my experiment, the subway consisted of articulated trains modeled after 

accordion-style buses where the absence of doors between cars enables passengers to 

freely travel the length of the subway train without restriction. Each subway train is 

composed of six articulated cars. I measured the volume of mobile users in each subway 

train as the number of mobile users who are automatically connected to the subway-

tunnel cellular lines. Second, I calculated passenger volume. The mobile phone 

penetration rate in major Chinese cities is very high. In fact, in the large city of my 

experiment, the wireless provider serves 70% of the population. I therefore derived 

passenger volume by dividing the mobile user volume by 0.7. Third, I calculate crowd 

density by dividing this passenger volume by the total area of each subway train. Each 

subway car is 19 meters long and 2.6 meters wide, totaling 296.4m
2 

(6 cars x 19m length 

x 2.6m width).  

In order to clearly identify the impact of crowdedness, I controlled for several 

factors beyond the time cycles and day effects. First, I selected only one service to 

promote (a missed call alert package) to reduce the confounding effects of product 

differences. I also ensured that my selected promotion appeals to all mobile user 

segments. Second, I pushed this SMS from only the fourth stop along the subway line to 

control for subway station effects. I selected the fourth stop to ensure that enough 

passengers had boarded the train since the first station, but that they also still had a 
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sufficient distance to travel to stations further along the line. I also sent the SMS to trains 

travelling in a single direction, towards the city center.  

The third factor that I controlled for was each mobile user’s wireless behavior, 

based on their monthly bills, call minutes used, SMSs sent and received, and internet data 

usage. These covariates helped me to control for alternative explanations due to different 

cellular usage habits. For example, users with more expensive phone bills might be more 

likely to purchase the missed call alert package since they might connect with more 

people. Government regulation prohibits the wireless provider from revealing customers’ 

private information so I am not able to identify user demographics. However, my data 

allows me to describe mobile users by their usage behavior. In the cell phone industry, 

ARPU, MOU, SMS, and GPRS comprise key indicators of wireless usage behavior. 

ARPU (the average revenue per user) is the revenue that one customer’s cellular device 

generated. MOU (individual monthly minutes of usage) is how much voice time a user 

spent on her mobile. ARPU and MOU can help control for customer heterogeneity, since 

business travelers are more likely to have a higher ARPU and MOU. In addition, SMS 

(short message service) is the amount of monthly text messages sent and received. SMS 

can also help tease out the effects of consumer age as younger generations are more 

prone to SMS usage. GPRS (general packet radio service) is a measure of the individual 

monthly volume of data used with the wireless service provider. GPRS is useful in terms 

of controlling for traveler habits in using the mobile web and downloading mobile 

content. Table 2 provides summary statistics of these variables and Appendix A provides 

the histograms of ARPU, MOU, SMS, and GPRS.  
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Table 2. Summary Statistics of Mobile Users’ Wireless Usage Behavior 

 Mean Median S.D. Min. Max. 

Ln(ARPU) 3.9428 3.9192 0.5780 2.33 6.47 

Ln(MOU) 5.8636 6.0210 1.3255 0 8.64 

Ln(SMS) 5.5957 5.8522 1.1355 0 8.04 

Ln(GPRS) 8.7089 9.7032 2.9089 0 16.31 

  

 Percentile 
 10% 20% 25% 30% 40% 

Ln(ARPU) 3.2458 3.4501 3.5408 3.6209 3.7764 

Ln(MOU) 4.6347 5.1818 5.3613 5.5134 5.7942 

Ln(SMS) 4.7005 5.2627 5.4161 5.5413 5.7203 

Ln(GPRS) 4.9001 7.6672 8.0846 8.5854 9.2788 

      

 50% 60% 70% 75% 80% 

Ln(ARPU) 3.9192 4.0605 4.2271 4.3209 4.4273 

Ln(MOU) 6.0210 6.2653 6.5231 6.6567 6.8099 

Ln(SMS) 5.8522 5.9506 6.0654 6.1247 6.2102 

Ln(GPRS) 9.7032 10.0594 10.3862 10.4762 10.6206 

      

 90%     

Ln(ARPU) 4.6871     

Ln(MOU) 7.1987     

Ln(SMS) 6.4424     

Ln(GPRS) 10.9667     

 

Notes. ARPU, MOU, SMS, and GPRS comprise key indicators of wireless usage 

behavior. ARPU (the average revenue per user) is the revenue that one customer’s 

cellular device generated. MOU (individual monthly minutes of usage) is how much 

voice time a user spent on her mobile. SMS (short message service) is the amount of 

monthly text messages sent and received. GPRS (general packet radio service) is a 

measure of the individual monthly volume of data used with the wireless service 

provider. 
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Model 

 

My experiment entails randomized samples of mobile users, which enables data 

analyses to be straightforward in the traditional treatment-control sense. Specifically, 

randomization helps avoid endogeneity and causality biases (Goldfarb and Tucker 2011, 

Lambrecht and Tucker 2013) and reduce the threat of biases due to mobile users’ 

unobservable differences. My model estimates the likelihood of a mobile purchase for 

each mobile user as 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖
𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒. I model the unobserved 

likelihood of making a mobile purchase as a logit function of crowdedness in subway 

trains: 

Crowdsense

iU  = +  × crowdednessi +  × weekendi +  
 × peak houri 

 × Xi + ,          (1)            

 

where 
Crowdsense

iU  denotes the utility of a mobile purchase and Xi is a vector of mobile 

usage behaviors based on mobile users’ individual monthly bill (ARPU), call minutes 

used (MOU), SMSs sent and received (SMS), and data usage (GPRS). Because these 

mobile usage covariates are skewed, I log-transform them. Because weekends and 

weekdays are expected to have different crowdedness patterns, I control for these effects 

with a weekend dummy (1 = weekend, 0 = weekday). I further identify the effects of 

crowdedness by controlling for time of day effects. Because peak hours and non-peak 

hours are expected to have different crowdedness patterns, I include a peak hour dummy 

(1 = peak hours during 7:30 - 8:30 and 17:30 - 18:30, 0 = otherwise). i is comprised of 

the idiosyncratic error terms. tests the effects of crowdedness on mobile purchase 

probability after controlling for mobile user behaviors, peak hours, and day effects. Of 
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key interest is the effect () of crowdedness on mobile purchase likelihood. I assessed the 

model goodness-of-fit with the Cox and Snell R
2
 and Nagelkerke R

2
. Table 3 summarizes 

the variables in my model. 

 

Table 3. Summary of Variables, Definitions, and Measures 

Variable Definition Measure 

Mobile Purchase (DV) 

 

 

Crowdedness (IV) 

The purchase of a targeted  

   mobile ad 

 

Degree of population density 

Whether a consumer bought  

  the promoted service or not 

 

Number of people per square   

  meter 

 

Controls 

   Day effects 

    

 

 

Time of day effects  

   (peak hour) 

 

 

 Wireless User  

    Behaviors 

     ARPU 

     MOU 

     SMS 

     GPRS 

 

Day of the week 

 

 

 

The time of day the mobile ad  

   was sent 

 

 

Individual mobile usage habits 

  

  Monthly bill 

  Call time 

  Short Message Services 

  General Packet Radio    

    Service 

 

Whether the mobile ad was  

   sent on a weekday or a   

   weekend day 

 

Whether the mobile ad was  

    sent during rush hour    

    (morning or afternoon) or  

    not 

 

 

Total monthly bill 

Total call minutes 

Total number of SMSs  

Total amount of data used 

 

 

Results 

 

Of the 7,300 mobile users who received an SMS, 234 of them replied and 

purchased the promoted service. This 3.2% response rate seems low, but is fairly high 
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compared with the 0.6% response rate for mobile coupons in Asia (eMarketer 2012) and 

the 1.65% rate for the effectiveness of location-based mobile coupons (Molitor et al. 

2013). Table 4 provides the results in terms of purchase rates from 28 trains as a function 

of the level of crowdedness per train.  

 

Table 4. Crowd Density and Purchase Rate per Train in the Field Experiment 

 
 Crowdedness 

Time          Train     Weekday          Weekend 

7:30 - 8:30 
1 4.18 1.80 

2 3.93 1.87 

10:00 - 12:00 

3 2.99 3.07 

4 2.93 3.18 

5 2.91 3.20 

14:00 - 16:00 
6 2.01 3.09 

7 1.91 3.42 

17:30 - 18:30 
8 5.36 4.67 

9 4.57 4.54 

21:00 - 22:00 

10 0.96 1.51 

11 0.94 1.62 

12 0.91 1.64 

13 0.89 1.65 

14 0.83 1.72 

 

 

Table 5 reports the logit model results. In my models, I first entered the four 

mobile usage covariates to control for user heterogeneity in terms of observable mobile 

usage behaviors, and then entered the day effect (weekend) covariate to control for the 

effects of different crowdedness patterns that may result from differences in work 

schedules between weekdays and weekends, and the time of day effect (peak hours) to 

control for different crowdedness patterns  (Model 1). I then entered the crowdedness 
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variable (Model 2). As Table 5 shows, among both logit models, the coefficient of 

crowdedness is positive and statistically significant (p < 0.05), indicating that 

crowdedness increases the likelihood of mobile purchases, thereby supporting H1.
3
  

 

Table 5. Logit Model Estimation Results on Consumer Response to Mobile Ads 

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 

Crowdedness 
 

0.10(0.04)** 

Ln(ARPU) 0.248(0.135)* 0.247(0.135)* 

Ln(MOU) -0.019(0.076) -0.022(0.075) 

Ln(SMS) -0.038(0.087) -0.032(0.087) 

Ln(GPRS) -0.005(0.027) -0.005(0.027) 

Day Effects 

(Weekend Dummy) 
0.05(0.13) 0.05(0.13) 

Time of Day Effects 

(Peak Hour Dummy) 
0.24(0.26) 0.23(0.27) 

   

-2 Log-likelihood 2,066.775 2,061.619 

Cox and Snell R
2
 0.001 0.001 

Nagelkerke R
2
 0.002 0.005 

Observations 7,300 7,300 

Notes. For both logit models, **p < 0.05; *p < 0.10; standard errors are in parentheses. 

ARPU = average revenue per user, MOU = minutes of usage, SMS = number of texts 

sent and received per user, GPRS = data usage with wireless provider. 

                                                 

3
 This means that commuters are more likely to use their mobiles in crowded 

subways. While commuters may still use their mobiles in empty trains, the greater space 

in less crowded trains affords more choice of how to pass the commute (stretch out and 

relax, or read print materials). Also, in non-crowded trains, mobile messages on personal 

devices may be perceived as invasion of privacy; if so, then consumer responses would 

not be very high.   
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I checked the robustness of the results in several ways. First, I include controls for 

the effects of historical mobile usage behaviors with ARPU, SMS, MOU, and GPRS. I 

also used log transformed mobile usage behaviors and find qualitatively the same effects 

of crowdedness. Thus, these different mobile usage behaviors cannot account for the 

observed effects of crowdedness. I also checked the squared and cubic terms of 

crowdedness, but fail to find either of them significant (p > 0.10).  

 

Economic Impact of Crowdedness on Mobile Purchases 

 

I assess the economic impact of crowdedness using odds ratios (Ghose et al. 

2013b, Rutz et al. 2012). On average, a one unit increase in crowdedness can generate a 

boost in the odds of mobile purchases by 12.1% (1.121 = exp(0.114)), holding other 

variables constant.  

Furthermore, I explore the possible pattern of results by grouping crowdedness 

from around 1 to 5 passengers/m
2 

and checking what variations of crowdedness drive the 

effects. As shown in Figure 1, purchase rates increase with crowdedness, especially when 

crowd density exceeds 2 passengers/m
2
. Compared with the baseline of 1.96 

passengers/m
2
, a lower level of crowdedness, when crowdedness doubles (4.02 

passengers/m
2
), the estimated marginal mean likelihood of mobile purchases increases by 

16.0% = ((0.0319 - 0.0275) / 0.0275). In addition, when the level of crowdedness spikes 

even more (4.97 passengers/m
2
), the likelihood of mobile purchases jumps 46.9% = 

((0.0404 - 0.0275) / 0.0275).  
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Figure 1. Crowdedness and Purchase Rates (Field Experiment, N = 7,300) 

 

 

Note that in my setting, subways were not packed to capacity (such as some 

commutes in Tokyo, with up to 11 passengers/m
2
). In that case, it is logical to speculate a 

ceiling effect of crowding: too dense a crowd would negatively affect mobile purchases 

because tightly congested trains would restrict movements such as using a mobile phone. 

 

Summary of Field Experiment 

 

In summary, this field experiment demonstrates a positive effect of crowding on 

purchases. This effect is robust to accounting for mobile user behaviors. Indeed, I 

cautiously executed this experiment by minimizing the self-selection bias (consumers 

may self-select into more crowded trains) with several steps. First, recall that I randomly 

selected users from amongst my targeted subway population, which should help reduce 
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the self-selection bias. Second, I sent the same SMS across rush and lull hours on both a 

weekday and a weekend day. Because I can expect a difference in crowdedness between 

weekdays and weekends, I control for this source of variation in crowdedness.  

 

Underlying Mechanism 

 

Thus far, I show that mobile communication technology in the subway allows for 

identifying crowd density and its effects on purchases. Recall that mobile immersion and 

involvement may be a viable mechanism: commuters can cope with the reduction of 

personal physical space in a crowd by escaping into their personal mobile space, which 

leads to higher mobile involvement and thus greater purchase likelihood. More 

specifically, crowding can make audiences more attentive to mobile ads. Per the 

behavioral constraint theory (Stokols 1972), people may adapt to their crowded 

environment by turning inwards in order to filter our inputs from their surroundings 

(Milgram 1970). In the context of a crowded subway train where there is little else to do 

and where it is not feasible to extract oneself from the moving train, consumers may 

accomplish this adaption strategy by turning inwards and becoming more involved with 

their mobile phone. In other words, commuters may seek psychological immersion and 

experience higher involvement with their personal mobile devices.  

Once people are immersed in their mobiles, they may be less distracted by the 

ambient crowd. Indeed, the negative “experience of crowding can be alleviated if the 

individual is distracted” (Worchel and Teddlie 1976, p. 30). For example, researchers 

have found that people in crowded environments constrict their attention span (Maeng 
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and Tanner 2013). Such immersion and focused attention can in turn lead people to 

become more involved in their phones and more concretely, or narrowly, construe 

information (Maeng and Tanner 2013). That is, crowding may lead people to be less 

likely to look around and more likely to become involved in their mobiles. Indeed, 

immersion into their cell phones can render people inattentionally blind, or oblivious to 

their surroundings (Hyman et al. 2010, Simmons and Chabris 1999).  

Recent anecdotal evidence supports this immersion effect of cell phone usage: in 

2013, a passenger on a San Francisco light rail train was shot in the back. Security 

footage revealed the gunman brandished his gun before shooting the victim, but “none of 

the other passengers noticed because they were staring at their phones” (O’Conner 2013). 

And in Hong Kong, transit authorities have posted signs in subway stations urging people 

to look up from their mobile to avoid escalator injuries (Agence France Presse 2014).  

In this sense, immersion into personal mobile space and higher involvement with 

their cell phones can help commuters attain a sense of comfort and relaxation in a 

crowded subway. In turn, the more consumers are involved with their personal mobiles, 

the more likely they will be to consider mobile promotions and make a purchase (Petty et 

al. 1983). Therefore, I expect: 

H2: Mobile immersion leads to higher consumer mobile involvement. 

H3: Consumer mobile involvement leads to higher likelihood of mobile purchases.  

Figure 2 depicts the conceptual model of the effect of crowdedness on mobile 

purchases. 
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Figure 2. Conceptual Model of the Effect of Crowdedness on Mobile Purchases 

 

 

 

Field Survey, Interviews, and Focus Group 

 

To further identify the psychological process that explains these findings, I 

developed a follow-up telephone survey that was implemented by the corporate partner. 

More specifically, in order to get a better idea of the questions to ask in the field survey 

in addition to those related to a mobile immersion mechanism, I arranged for in-depth 

interviews to be conducted in order to investigate other possible explanations. These 

interviews occurred shortly before the field study was conducted since the field survey 
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was to be conducted almost immediately after the field study had been conducted. The 

focus group session with a dozen subway commuters was conducted over the course of a 

half hour, and the in-depth interviews with half a dozen of my corporate partner 

executives was conducted for a quarter of an hour with each one. The interviews and 

focus group sessions were conducted in Chinese by a former executive of the company 

who has experience in conducting in-depth and focus group interviews. Those 

interviewed were asked to comment on why they believe people would look at their cell 

phones during a crowded subway ride.  

The interviews with my corporate partner executives and focus group session with 

subway commuters revealed several reasons. First, commuters may wish to occupy 

themselves during the down time of their travel. Crowdedness would restrict commuter 

activities to make this down time productive (i.e. it would be harder to use a laptop). 

Also, due to crowded environments, the invasion of personal space would mean an 

increased likelihood of catching unwanted gazes, which can heighten social stress and 

embarrassment. I test for this with a measure of social anxiety (Fenigstein et al. 1975). It 

is also possible that in crowded environments, there would be a higher number of 

consumers who use their mobiles, which could visibly and subconsciously prompt others 

to do likewise. Thus, I test for social mimicry (Chartrand and Bargh 1999, Tanner et al. 

2008). In public environments, some people may wish to flaunt their smartphones to 

others. I test for this alternative explanation by measuring the desire to show off mobile 

devices (Richins and Dawson 1992).  

All these explanations may account for why crowdedness may lead consumers to 

become more involved with their mobile devices, and, through higher mobile 
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involvement, more likely to act on the promotions and make mobile purchases (Petty et 

al. 1983). Thus, I test for mobile immersion using 2 items (adapted from Burger 1995): 

“When surrounded by a lot of people in the subway, I am usually eager to get away by 

myself,” and “During a subway ride, I would like to spend the time quietly.” I test for 

mobile involvement using 2 items (adapted from Olsen 2007 and Warrington and Shim 

2000): “In the subway, I am involved with my cell phone” and “I pay attention to 

incoming SMSs during the subway ride.” 

To rule out additional explanations for my findings, I included several control 

variables in the survey instrument. The covariates include deal proneness (Lichtenstein et 

al. 1995), price consciousness (Dickerson and Gentry 1983), a prevention-focused 

mindset (per prior research that finds crowding triggers a prevention-focused mindset 

(Maeng et al. 2103)), perceived frequency of missed calls, and preference for missed call 

alerts, since the promotion relates to missed call alerts. In addition, I control for mobile 

usage behavior (ARPU, MOU, SMS, and GPRS) with the company’s customer records 

(see above for their explanation). 

These interviews and focus group session laid the ground-work for the follow-up 

field survey. Specifically, the wireless provider used its customer service call-center 

facilities to survey mobile users who had received the promotional SMS. There are two 

advantages of conducting the survey through my corporate partner. First, survey 

respondents are more likely to agree to respond to the service provider, as opposed to 

researchers, because the respondents are customers and have a vested interest in 

providing honest answers. Second, the corporate partner can better match the purchase 

records of the customers with their survey responses. In this sense, I can more accurately 
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reveal the underlying psychological mechanisms for the findings regarding the effects of 

crowding on mobile purchase. I do so by matching these attitudinal surveys of measures 

that are unobserved in the field data but observable in the field surveys with the observed 

crowdedness and mobile purchase records from the field data. Appendix B presents the 

key variables in the survey instrument adopted by my corporate partner.  

 

Survey Methodology 

 

I ensured that the corporate partner took several steps to increase the credibility 

and validity of the survey results. First, the wireless provider used its customer service 

call-center to conduct the telephone surveys. Second, actual commuters who received the 

SMS promotion were surveyed. Third, the surveys were conducted on the day after the 

field experiments. I selected the following day because the field experiments were 

completed after 22:00 at night, rendering it too late to call respondents. Fourth, to avoid 

demand effects (consumers would be tipped off by the company about the service which 

would create an upward bias in consumer demand), the survey was presented as intending 

to assess satisfaction with the subway wireless signal. In this vein, the survey contained 

satisfaction questions as well. I also asked mobile users to reflect on when they received 

and purchased the SMS on the subway the preceding day in order to remind them of the 

crowdedness they experienced.  

Similar to lab experiments that rely on crowding primes (Maeng et al. 2013), my 

follow-up survey relies on reminding commuters of the crowdedness of their 

environment when they made their mobile purchases to elicit context-specific responses. 
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Respondents were asked to confirm whether they had received the promotional SMS 

while in the subway and whether they had read and replied (or not) to it while in the 

subway. Respondents were then presented with the survey questions, and asked the extent 

to which they agree or disagree with them on a 9-point scale (1= “strongly disagree,” 5 = 

“strongly agree”). I randomly sampled a total of 300 mobile users, among which 180 had 

received and purchased the promoted service, and 120 had received but had not 

purchased it.  

 

Survey Results 

 

Table 6 shows that 240 of 300 mobile users responded to the survey, an initial 

response rate of 80%. Of these respondents, 235 acknowledged having read the SMS 

while in the subway train, as opposed to outside the subway train. This represents a 

78.3% valid response rate.  
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Table 6. Telephone Survey Results 

Panel A: Response Rates 

 
Sample 

Size 
Respondents 

Response 

Rate 

Read SMS 

in Subway 

Cars 

Valid 

Response 

Rate 

Survey one    

(Weekday) 
200 169 84.5% 165 82.5% 

Survey two 

(Weekend) 
100 71 71.0% 70 70.0% 

Total 300 240 80.0% 235 78.3% 

Panel B: Descriptive Statistics of Responses 

 
Weekday Sample 

Mean (S.D.) 
Weekend Sample 

Mean (S.D.) 

Missed Call Preference 7.76 (1.44) 7.65 (1.43) 

Missed Call Frequency 5.94 (1.09) 5.75 (1.05) 

Prevention Focus 6.05 (1.04) 5.99 (1.05) 

Price Consciousness 6.04 (1.08) 6.06 (0.95) 

Deal Proneness 8.57 (1.08) 8.54 (1.03) 

Mobile Immersion 7.30 (0.86) 7.24 (0.78) 

Social Mimicry 8.53 (1.05) 8.58 (1.05) 

Down Time 7.62 (1.46) 7.63 (1.34) 

Social Anxiety 6.04 (1.09) 5.99 (0.96) 

Show Off 6.90 (1.03) 7.01 (1.06) 

Mobile Involvement 7.36 (1.29) 7.37 (1.22) 
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To test whether mobile immersion and mobile involvement boosts purchase 

likelihood, I ran a logit model. Table 7 presents the logit model results. In model 1 I 

entered the mobile usage behavior covariates of APRU, MOU, SMS, and GPRS, along 

with survey responses to questions related to preference for the promotion, perceptions of 

missed call frequency, a prevention focus, price consciousness, and deal proneness, to 

control for user heterogeneity in terms of these covariates. As shown in Table 7, model 1, 

only preference for the promotion, the missed call service, had a significant effect on 

purchase likelihood (p < 0.05). This makes sense, since only mobile users who have a 

desire for the product would be likely to purchase it. In model 2, I entered the 

crowdedness variable from my field data. The results confirm that crowdedness had a 

significant effect on mobile purchase (p < 0.05). Indeed, as shown in Table 7, models 2, 

3, and 4, the effect of crowdedness on mobile purchases was statistically significant (all p 

< 0.10), after controlling for the covariates. This corroborates my field data evidence for 

the effect of crowdedness on mobile purchase.  
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Table 7. Logit Model Estimation Results of the Impact of Mobile Involvment on 

Mobile Purchases 

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Ln(ARPU) 
0.066 

(0.364) 

0.067 

(0.367) 

-0.116 

(0.423) 

0.033 

(0.372) 

Ln(MOU) 
-0.127 

(0.162) 

-0.135 

(0.164) 

-0.124 

(0.185) 

-0.128 

(0.165) 

Ln(SMS) 
-0.145 

(0.190) 

-0.132 

(0.191) 

0.228 

(0.213) 

-0.159 

(0.196) 

Ln(GPRS) 
-0.067 

(0.067) 

0.060 

(0.068) 

0.119 

(0.075) 

0.063 

(0.068) 

Missed Call Preference  
0.741** 

(0.122) 

0.723** 

(0.122) 

0.766** 

(0.134) 

0.752** 

(0.129) 

Missed Call Frequency 
0.023 

(0.140) 

0.026 

(0.141) 

0.125 

(0.153) 

0.029 

(0.143) 

Prevention Focus 
0.061 

(0.146) 

-0.029 

(0.171) 

0.042 

(0.214) 

0.082 

(0.202) 

Price Consciousness 
-0.041 

(0.145) 

-0.047 

(0.146) 

-0.074 

(0.162) 

-0.016 

(0.148) 

Deal Proneness 
0.080 

(0.141) 

0.060 

(0.143) 

0.112 

(0.159) 

0.116 

(0.148) 

Crowdedness  
0.238** 

(0.116) 

0.219** 

(0.118) 

0.152* 

(0.097) 

Mobile Immersion   
0.821** 

(0.352) 

0.725** 

(0.358) 

Social Mimicry   
-0.203 

(0.245) 

-0.165 

(0.231) 

Down Time   
0.144 

(0.143) 

0.220 

(0.134) 

Social Anxiety   
-0.097 

(0.160) 

-0.059 

(0.152) 

Show Off   
-0.076 

(0.161) 

-0.186 

(0.150) 

Mobile Involvement    
0.882** 

(0.218) 

-2 Log-likelihood 281.003 272.736 264.482 239.819 

Cos and Snell R
2 

0.158 0.202 0.232 0.295 

Nagelkerke R
2 

0.215 0.273 0.318 0.389 

Observations 235 235 235 235 
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Table 7. Logit Model Estimation Results of the Impact of Mobile Involvment on 

Mobile Purchases, Continued 

Notes. **p < 0.05; *p < 0.10; standard errors are in parentheses. The dependent variable 

is whether subway commuters made a mobile purchase or not. ARPU = average revenue 

per user, MOU = minutes of usage, SMS = number of texts sent and received per user, 

GPRS = data usage with the wireless provider. Results here are based on the matched 

purchase records and follow-up surveys. 

 

 

In model 3 I entered the mobile immersion, social mimicry, down time, social 

anxiety, and show off variables. Interestingly, as shown in model 3, of these variables, 

mobile immersion is the only one to have a significant impact on purchase likelihood (p < 

0.05), while crowdedness remains significant, albeit with a smaller effect size (all p < 

0.05). Finally, in model 4, I entered the mobile involvement variable. As shown in Table 

7, model 4, mobile involvement on purchase likelihood is statistically significant and 

positive (0.882, p < 0.05), as expected.  

Together, these field survey results confirm the underlying process, which can be 

seen as a chained psychological process: crowdedness → mobile immersion → consumer 

involvement → mobile purchase, thereby supporting H2 and H3. I also find that other 

explanations do not appear to be at play. In the survey results, social mimicry, down time, 

social anxiety, and the desire to show off are not significant explanations (p > 0.10) for 

why crowdedness may lead to mobile purchase likelihood. Thus, after considering all of 

these alternative explanations, mobile immersion seems to be the predominant 
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psychological process explaining the effects of crowding on involvement and ultimate 

mobile purchases.    

 

Conclusion 

 

Crowding is an inherent part of everyday life. Over 50 years of research has 

linked crowding to disease, hostility, and defensive behaviors. Today, mobile technology 

can provide novel measures of crowd density and enable the ability to crowdsense. This 

study investigates whether crowdedness affects the likelihood of purchases from mobile 

devices.  

I conduct a field experiment by sending SMS messages to mobile users in subway 

trains. In my field experiment, the underground tunnels were equipped with subway-

specific cellular lines that run along the tunnel walls. I measured crowdedness as the 

volume of mobile users in each subway train who are automatically connected to this 

underground line. On the basis of a total of over 7,000 unique mobile users, I find that 

crowdedness has a positive effect on the likelihood of mobile purchases. Thus, subway 

crowds may turn out to be a good thing for mobile marketing. 

Further, to understand the process through which crowdedness influences mobile 

purchases, I designed a telephone survey implemented by my corporate partner. The 

results confirm a chained psychological process: crowdedness → mobile immersion → 

involvement → purchase. That is, people may compensate for the loss of personal 

physical space in a crowd by escaping into their personal mobile space. This then boosts 
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consumer involvement with mobile devices and, thereby, the likelihood of mobile 

purchases ultimately.  

  My results offer several theoretical and managerial implications. Theoretically, I 

help deepen understanding of consumer reactions to crowding. Prior studies have largely 

shown the negative effects of crowding (e.g. Harrell et al. 1980, Levav and Zhu 2009, 

Maeng et al. 2013). My research reveals positive effects of crowding on mobile 

promotions. Indeed, as consumers increasingly make decisions on-the-go, mobile 

promotions may be a welcome relief in crowded environments such as subway 

commutes. 

I also extend the mobile commerce literature by showing that social contexts such 

as crowd density in public transit are significant determinants of mobile marketing 

effectiveness. That is, environmental crowdedness affects consumer receptivity to mobile 

messages. Prior studies on mobile coupons have addressed consumer redemption 

intentions and actions (Danaher et al. 2013, Dickinger and Kleijnen 2008, Shankar et al. 

2010), geographic mobility (Ghose and Han 2011), differences in internet search 

behavior between mobile and PC users (Ghose et al. 2013b), responses to location and 

weather (Molitor et al. 2013), and promotion time and location (Luo et al. 2014). I 

advance this stream of research by revealing the new contextual dimension of 

crowdedness, a novel way to target mobile users. 

For marketers, the ability to reach consumers anytime, anywhere offers 

substantial opportunities. The potency of mobile messages hinges on understanding 

consumers’ real-time experiences and contextual environment (Kenny and Marshall 

2000). The average public transportation commute time for Americans is 48 minutes each 
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way (McKenzie and Rapino 2011). This considerable amount of consumer down time 

during daily commutes can be a gold mine for marketers. Grocery retailers in countries 

such as South Korea have created virtual stores in underground subways by 

superimposing product images with QR codes over the platform walls. While waiting, 

commuters can purchase groceries on their mobiles and have them conveniently 

delivered (Solon 2011). In the Netherlands, infra-red sensors inside trains are used to 

send mobile alerts to boarding passengers about each car’s occupancy in order to improve 

commuting efficiency (Edenspiekermann 2013). Indeed, marketers are adopting new 

mobile technologies such as Beacons (short-distance pulsing devices that operate on the 

Bluetooth low energy of any iOS7 or android device). Retailers can send within-store 

mobile promotions to connect with shoppers in real-time. Major League Baseball 

stadiums have also adopted Beacons to help spectators find their seats and receive 

concession-stand offers (Grobart 2013).  

Understanding consumers’ quotidian routines and contextual activities enables 

marketers to deliver relevant messages that cater to customer needs in the moment. 

Consumers are receptive to receiving “messages from particular brands at specific times 

and under certain conditions” (Johnson 2013).
4
 To the extent that consumers have greater 

mobile involvement in a crowd, mobile marketing might have higher effectiveness in 

crowded settings with banner ads and apps.  

However, there is a catch. Marketers should acknowledge that personal space 

preferences and tolerances for crowd density may vary by settings (subway, concert hall, 

                                                 

4
 For example, spectators in the 2012 Super Bowl stadium were caught in a power 

outage. Oreo advertisers leveraged this moment to tweet “you can still dunk in the dark,” 

which was retweeted over 10,000 times within the hour (Watercutter 2013). 
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and restaurant). For example, crowded restaurants more likely comprise self-selected 

attendance and can boost people’s feelings of excitement or signal quality (Knowles 

1980, Tse et al. 2002). In contrast, my setting less likely involves self-selecting into 

desired crowds because public transit often denotes commutes with strangers without 

choice. Also, in my experiment, consumers could purchase and activate the promoted 

service instantly with a mobile short code. Future research could investigate different 

consumption settings to reveal more nuanced effects of crowding. Research could also 

study whether differences in product conspicuousness matter when targeting consumers 

in crowded versus uncrowded settings. Finally, future research may examine whether 

consumers can regulate their negative moods such as stress and anxiety in crowded 

environments by purchasing hedonic goods or services.  

In conclusion, this research serves as an initial step to quantify crowdedness with 

mobile technologies and identify the effects of crowd density on purchases. Managers 

may consider mobile crowdsensing as a new way to target consumers for more effective 

mobile marketing campaigns. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

ESSAY 2: THE EFFECTIVENESS OF USING CATCHPHRASES IN TARGETED 

ENTERTAINMENT PROMOTIONS 

 

Abstract 

 

This research tests the effectiveness of using a catchphrase in entertainment 

promotions. In a large-scale randomized field experiment conducted with one of the 

world’s largest wireless providers, I sent a short message service (SMS) promotion to 

over half a million mobile users. The results indicate that using a catchphrase in an 

entertainment promotion positively affects mobile purchase likelihood compared with an 

entertainment promotion without a catchphrase. Consumer response to targeted 

entertainment promotions may be driven by a consume-to-connect motive: consuming 

entertainment products in order to gain or maintain social connections with others. A lab 

study tests for this potential explanation. Understanding the power of a social frame and 

consumers’ purchase motives can help entertainment and mobile marketers design more 

effective mobile promotions. 

 

Introduction 

 

Marketers in the entertainment industry often use catchphrases to promote their 

products. For example, television network NBC used its character Joey’s pickup line 

“how you doin’?” to advertise its sitcom Friends, and television network ABC used its 
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soup Nazi character’s order “no soup for you!” to promote Seinfeld. Entertainment 

campaigns frequently leverage such instantly recognizable phrases to boost viewership 

and increase sales. Yet, does using catchphrases in entertainment promotions actually 

affect purchase likelihood? The answer is yes. Building on prior work in consumption 

sociality and social connection, I predict and find that using a catchphrase to remind 

consumers of the social value of consumption increases their purchase likelihood.  

The notion of consumption sociality helps explain why using a catchphrase in an 

entertainment promotion boosts purchase likelihood. Consumers may consume products 

partly for the social benefits that derive from their consumption (Russell and Schau 

2014). Consuming products provides conversation pieces that help people connect with 

each other. For this reason, marketers routinely and strategically remind consumers of the 

social value inherent in entertainment products. Netflix ads feature families watching 

television together and films have been touted as “the movie everyone is talking about.” 

As such, consumption sociality plays an important role in promoting entertainment 

products. Yet, can using a catchphrase in entertainment promotions to cue consumption 

sociality increase consumers’ propensity to purchase such products? To answer this 

question, I examine how reminding consumers of the social value of an entertainment 

product through a catchphrase affects their purchase likelihood.  

A catchphrase is “a word or expression that is used repeatedly and conveniently to 

represent or characterize a person, group, idea, or point of view” (Webster’s Third New 

International Dictionary 1986). Etymologically, the term derives from the notion that a 

phrase catches in the mind. Catchphrases may “catch” in the mind through repetition that 
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is associated with the source of the phrase. That is, catchphrases may be identified with a 

particular culture, organization, or individual, and may thus embody a social perspective.  

Catchphrases differ from slogans in two ways. First, slogans entail calls to action 

on the part of the recipient. The word slogan originates from the Scottish term for battle 

cry and was used to rally armies (Van Meter 2008). Walmart’s “Save money. Live 

better,” Kodak’s “Share moments. Share Life,” and Sony’s “Make believe” exemplify 

such calls to action. Second, slogans are issued on behalf of a firm, government, or 

organization. While slogans tend to originate directly from an organization, catchphrases 

are often attributed to a specific character. Put differently, catchphrases are short 

expressions associated with a character in a commercial or in an entertainment product 

such as a TV show or movie. As expressions the associated character says often or in an 

especially memorable way, catchphrases are likely to be remembered and repeated by 

consumers. While research has documented the effects of quotes associated with 

characters in commercials that are not slogans or calls to action (Indow 1971), the focus 

of this research is to examine the effect of a catchphrase associated with a character in an 

entertainment product. Table 8 summarizes these distinctions. 
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Table 8. Definitions and Examples of Catchphrases and Slogans 

 
Definition Example Source 

    

Slogan A call to action on behalf of 

an organization 

“Save Money. Live 

Better” (Walmart) 

Laran et al. 

2011 

 

Catchphrase 

 

A phrase that “catches” in 

the mind, often through 

repeated use, and that is 

recognized as being 

associated with the source of 

the phrase (often a fictitious 

character) 

 

“Here’s to looking at 

you kid” (Bogart in 

Casablanca)  

 

“Hello, ladies” (Isaiah 

Mustafa, Old Man 

Spice Commercials)  

 

“How did he know 

that?!?” (Fictitious 

Television Situation 

Comedy) 

 

Harris et al. 

2008 

 

 

Wayne 2013 

 

 

 

This study 

 

 

While the use of catchphrases taps into the cultural knowledge of its intended 

audience, its use in entertainment messages has not been explored. To the best of my 

knowledge, only one study, that of Harris and colleagues (2008), has examined the use of 

catchphrases in entertainment products. In their exploratory study, Harris and colleagues 

find that college students quote lines from movies to amuse themselves and their 

conversation partners. In research on consumer recognition, Indow (1971) demonstrated 

the effectiveness of a catchphrase for consumer packaged goods, but not that of a 

catchphrase for entertainment products. Importantly, whereas catchphrases related to 

products with single use (beer, cleaning products), whose stable attributes (taste, 

effectiveness) provide little conversation fodder, entertainment catchphrases emanate 

from products whose constantly evolving narrative (movie sagas, book series) enable 
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active conversation and may foster social connection. Indeed, while quoting catchphrases 

from ads can also foster social connection and conversation, such as repeating 

Budweiser’s “wassup,” this research aims to examine the use of catchphrases in 

entertainment promotions. 

Investigating how catchphrases in entertainment promotions affect purchases is 

critical since marketers are increasingly using them to communicate with consumers. 

Though entertainment marketers traditionally reached consumers through television, 

radio, and print, today’s media consumption is dramatically different. Consumers not 

only enjoy more available content but also more flexible consumption. Whereas top-rated 

sitcoms previously garnered over 30 million live viewers, today they attract only half that 

number (Wayne 2013). In addition to the time-shifted television experience, digitized 

media has also drastically reduced consumer exposure to ads. Technology such as DVR, 

premium cable, digitization, and streaming services enable consumers to skip ads, block 

them, or ignore them by engaging in other activities (internet, social media). Furthermore, 

consumers’ waning attention spans and growing ad fatigue is increasing their immunity 

to marketing messages.  

Thus, as people consume entertainment in markedly different ways, marketers are 

forced to change how they approach consumers through their entertainment promotions. 

One way they may boost purchase likelihood is to use catchphrases in their messages to 

highlight the social value of consumption for consumers. I explore this proposition 

through a large-scale randomized field experiment in which over half a million mobile 

users are sent an SMS promotion for a subscription to a popular television show. 

Consumers who received the SMS read either a promotion that included a catchphrase 
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from the show or a promotion that included the title or description of the show. The 

results indicate that using a catchphrase in the entertainment promotion is significantly 

more effective in garnering consumer purchases than a promotion that includes only a 

title or description of the show.  

In what follows, I discuss relevant literature and describe my research hypotheses. 

Then, I present two experiments. The first is a field experiment to empirically establish 

that using a catchphrase in an entertainment promotion leads to more consumer purchases 

compared with using only the title or description in an entertainment promotion. The 

second is a lab study to investigate the underlying process for this effect. I conclude by 

discussing the results and their implications for theory and practice.  

 

Background and Hypothesis 

 

Two interrelated bodies of literature inform my research: consumption sociality 

and social connection. I briefly review each.  

 

The Consumption Sociality of Entertainment Products 

 

Consumption sociality refers to the social value consumers may derive from 

consuming products (Russell and Schau 2014). Broadly speaking, consumption sociality 

describes the interpersonal dimension of consuming a product by placing individual 

consumption within a social context. Specifically, consuming a product that others also 

consume helps people form social ties and experience a sense of belonging to a social 
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group (Kozinets 2001; Muniz and O’Guinn 2001; Muniz and Schau 2005). As such, 

consumption has a communal aspect whereby people feel part of a community through 

the common consumption of products (Holt 1995). This is because people may use 

common consumption to help them socialize and “interact with fellow consumers” (Holt 

1995, p. 9). Consuming products can thus help people connect to each other by enabling 

discussion about the product (May 1999). In this sense, common consumption can foster 

social bonds and linkages through discovery and discussion of the common consumption.  

Certain products offer more consumption sociality than others. This is because a 

characteristic of consumption sociality is the degree to which it triggers word of mouth or 

discussion with others. In turn, the expected discussions with others that may generate 

from consuming a product can increase purchase likelihood. This is especially so for 

entertainment products, such as movies, books, music, and sports, whose constantly 

evolving narrative provide active and ongoing conversation fodder. For example, while 

sport spectators do not derive benefits of physical play (teamwork, physical health, a 

sense of achievement), they may derive benefits from the role that sports play in 

facilitating social interaction (common consumption, social health, communal 

relaxation). Following sports thus offers a way to engage in social discussion with others. 

For this reason, people often consume entertainment products in order to integrate with 

others. Elberse (2013, p. 40) explains “because people are inherently social, they 

generally find value in reading the same books and watching the same television shows 

and movies that others do.” As such, entertainment products “become anchors for 

socially enacted linkages” (Russell and Schau 2014, p. 1040) and can nourish interactive 

sociality (Jafari et al. 2013). It is easy to start conversations by asking others whether 
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they have read, seen, or heard a specific entertainment product. This motive of 

consuming to connect has not been lost on marketers, as evidenced in a recent Netflix ad 

which juxtaposes pictures of popular television show covers with the tagline “the stories 

that start conversations” (see Figure 3).    

 

Figure 3. Example of an Entertainment Promotion that Emphasizes the Social 

Benefits of Consumption 

 

 

In summary, the consumption sociality research paints a symbiotic relationship: 

consuming entertainment products offers social value that comes from consumption, 

while such social value may drive consumption in the first place. Indeed, related studies 

demonstrate the influence of social interaction and social value on the consumption of 

food (Wansink 2006), drinks (Ariely and Levav 2000), conspicuous products (Childers 

and Rao 1992), and experiential products (Keinan and Kivetz 2011). Put simply, people’s 

motivations for consumption, especially that of entertainment products, may be driven in 

part by their desire for social connection. Consumers may be motivated to purchase 

goods such as clothing to gain approval from and connect with others. They may also do 

so through the purchase and consumption of entertainment products, whose consumption 

is not as readily visible as consumer goods. 
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Social Connection as a Motivation for Consumption 

 

Research on social connection suggests that people consume the same products 

that others consume in order to build and maintain social bonds with others (Cialdini and 

Goldstein 2004). Specifically, individuals are motivated to mimic the consumption of 

others by the need to feel a sense of belonging and connection with them. One way to 

achieve this feeling of belonging gained through social connection is to consume popular 

products (Cialdini and Goldstein 2004). This is because popular products are more 

widely embraced and socially accepted, hence there is a higher likelihood that others, too, 

have also consumed those products.  

Consuming popular products thus increases the chance that individuals may find 

commonality with others through consumption of that product. That is, people may 

consume entertainment products to be able to discuss them with others and thus gain or 

maintain social connection (Bandura 2002). It follows that entertainment products whose 

narratives are constantly evolving, such as movie sagas, television shows, radio 

programs, sports team performances, and book series, provide for more constant 

interaction since discussions about those products are more likely to occur as long as the 

narrative is still evolving.  

 

Theoretical Framework 

 

Figure 4 depicts my theoretical framework. I hypothesize that the higher the 

degree of consumption sociality embedded in an entertainment promotion, the higher the 
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purchase likelihood (H1). I investigate this question by examining whether using a 

catchphrase in entertainment promotions, which embodies a higher level of consumption 

sociality, will lead to higher consumer purchases compared with using a description or 

title of the entertainment product in promotions, which embodies lower levels of 

consumption sociality, respectively. I explore this hypothesis through a randomized field 

experiment in which over half a million smartphone users were sent targeted SMS 

promotions for an entertainment product. Furthermore, I expect the sales effect of 

embedded sociality via catchphrases is mediated by consumers’ belief in their connection 

to others who also consume the product (H2). Put simply, people may consume 

entertainment products because they believe they will feel more connected to others who 

also consume the product. I explore this hypothesis through a controlled lab study. 

Below, I present my hypotheses logic. 

 

Figure 4. Theoretical Framework 
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The Effect of Using Catchphrases in Marketing Messages on Consumer Purchases 

 

Recall that my hypothesis concerns the degree of consumption sociality 

embedded in an entertainment promotion. I specifically investigate this question by 

examining whether using a catchphrase in entertainment promotions, which embodies a 

higher level of consumption sociality, will lead to higher consumer purchases compared 

with using a description or title of the entertainment product in promotions, which 

embodies lower levels of consumption sociality. I expect that using a catchphrase in 

entertainment promotions, as a higher level of consumption sociality, will lead to a higher 

likelihood of consumer purchase. There are several reasons for this expectation.  

First, a message that incorporates a catchphrase is more evocative of the belief or 

character it is associated with. In the context of catchphrases, those emanating from 

favorably associated sources will be more positively received by consumers. This is 

because individuals who strive to associate with a social group will tend to adopt the 

consumption behavior of that group (Escalas and Bettman 2005). That is, catchphrases 

achieve popularity by their direct association with an idea or character that has won favor 

among a dedicated group of followers. Thus, the use of a catchphrase may evoke their 

consumption by the reference group with which an individual strives to win or maintain 

social connections. A popular catchphrase may have personal relevance for an 

individual’s social motivations and as such can increase the persuasiveness of a message. 

Indeed, “the inclusion of material with [social] value to consumers can enhance the 

impact of promotional messages greatly” (Holbrook and Schindler 1994, p. 412). 
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Therefore, the social cue of the catchphrase acts as a catalyst to trigger people’s desire to 

consume an associated product. 

Second, using a catchphrase in entertainment promotions can be more persuasive 

due to the social signal of consumption that it emits. Catchphrases can help consumers 

imagine the sociality inherent in product consumption, and in turn can lead consumers to 

consider the message beyond the firm’s revenue motives. Put differently, a catchphrase 

can infuse the promoted product with social meaning that extends beyond the product 

itself. This is because catchphrases are identified with a particular culture, organization, 

or individual, and as such their association with a favorable character or idea can render 

them more meaningful. In this sense, a message can persuade consumers by connecting 

to a broader social sphere via a catchphrase (Escalas 2004). In turn, the positive social 

consequences of consumption that a catchphrase triggers can influence consumers’ 

purchase decisions. For example, studies have demonstrated how consumers’ positive 

experiences with a television show can transfer to an advertisement following the show 

(Wang and Calder 2006). Relatedly, scholars have found that individuals tend to evaluate 

emotional ads emphatically (Deighton et al. 1989). As such, catchphrases help transcend 

the stoic, informative ad and can trigger more favorable affective reactions beyond 

product-related cognitive ones.  

Third, marketing communications that adopt the vernacular of consumers may 

resonate more with them. For example, cell phone company Sprint’s recent ad campaign 

features staged performances by actors reenacting phone conversations to show that the 

company values the importance of everyday conversations (Thielman 2013). Indeed, 

messages that facilitate a connection with consumers tend to be more persuasive (Cialdini 
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2007). This resonance effect is supported by studies that demonstrate how marketing 

underdog brands through their historical account can elicit favorable reactions from 

consumers who see aspects of themselves reflected in the brand (Paharia et al. 2011). 

Similarly, consumers who identify with elements of an ad tend to be more persuaded by 

the ad (Escalas et al. 2004). Furthermore, scholars investigating the semantic content of 

online reviews found that a match between the linguistic styles of the reviewer and 

reviewee increased the purchase likelihood of the reviewed product (Ludwig et al. 2013). 

Thus, messages that incorporate catchphrases originating from the popular culture in 

which consumers are immersed may resound more with consumers.  

A catchphrase can also effectively signal the consumption of a product. This is 

especially the case for the consumption of entertainment products, which have less 

consumption visibility than physical products (Fisher and Price 1992). For example, a 

consumer may signal their consumption of Apple or Gap products by carrying or wearing 

those products. In contrast, fan gear aside, it is harder to physically signal the 

consumption of an entertainment product. Thus, catchphrases signal common yet inside 

knowledge and provide an economical way to communicate such knowledge (Burke and 

Porter 1992). Indeed, catchphrases serve as “identifiers that you are in the know” of 

content that others have seen, read, or heard (Wayne 2013). They poignantly convey 

information familiar to a consumer knowledgeable in that particular arena. Put simply, 

catchphrases give the appearance of being clever and identify that an individual is in the 

know. Indeed, repeating a catchphrase also shows a shared sense of humor, which has 

received scholarly attention in the advertising literature (Alden et al. 1993; Sternthal and 

Craig 1973). As such, consumers may repeat a catchphrase from an entertainment 
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product in order to make others laugh and thus bond over recollecting a humorous 

moment (Harris et al. 2008). In this sense, using catchphrases in social situations can help 

form solidarity with others. Catchphrases may thus serve as a consumption signal and 

have social significance.   

Finally, in the context of catchphrases, consumers tend to be already familiar with 

popular catchphrases. Per the notion that familiarity breeds liking (Campbell and Keller 

2003), this extant familiarity can have a positive effect on consumer purchase intentions. 

In addition, since familiar catchphrases may be perceived by consumers as less of a 

persuasion tactic than slogans or product descriptions (Laran et al. 2011), consumers may 

be more likely to attend to messages incorporating catchphrases. 

In summary, this line of reasoning suggests that when the level of consumption 

sociality in terms of social value is highlighted in a promotional message for an 

entertainment product, consumers will be more likely to purchase that product than when 

consumption sociality is not embedded in the message. More specifically, the higher the 

level of consumption sociality embedded in the promotional message, the greater the 

likelihood of purchase. Since consumption sociality refers to the social value consumers 

may derive from consuming a product, it can be measured (Russell and Schau 2014). For 

example, consumers may believe they will derive more social value from consuming a 

good that generates conversation, such as movies, than one that does not, such as 

toothpaste. It follows that because catchphrases evoke a higher degree of consumption 

sociality than product descriptions or product titles, promotions that include catchphrases 

should have a higher purchase likelihood than promotions that include product 

descriptions or titles. Therefore, I hypothesize:  
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H1: A higher degree of consumption sociality embedded in an entertainment promotion, 

compared with a lower degree of consumption sociality, leads to more consumer 

purchases.  

 

The Mediating Role of Social Connection 

 

The sales-effect of a higher degree of consumption sociality embedded in an 

entertainment promotion, such as including a catchphrase in a message, may be driven in 

part by consumers’ belief that consuming the product would make them feel more 

connected to others. This is because the consumption of socially popular products can 

corroborate the belief that consumers will able to bond with others who also consume the 

product through conversations that may generate from its consumption (Cialdini and 

Goldstein 2004).  

In other words, individuals with a greater belief that they will have something in 

common with others who also consume the product will be more likely to consume 

products with a higher degree of consumption sociality. This feeling of sharing similar 

taste with others may be achieved through the consumption of a product in common with 

others. That is, consumers may enjoy consuming the same product as others due to the 

conversations they may have with others about the product. For example, people who 

watch the same television show may look forward to discussing the plot, character 

development, or hilarious moments with others who share similar interests in viewing 

decisions.  
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For this reason, a belief in feeling connected to others who also consume the 

product may drive the persuasiveness of an entertainment promotion that is embedded 

with a higher degree of consumption sociality. While this may be accomplished by 

purchasing physical goods, such as buying a Polo shirt in order to feel connected with 

others who also buy Polo products, feeling connected to others may also be achieved by 

consuming the same entertainment products that others consume as well. Indeed, 

entertainment products may even provide more conversation fodder, especially since 

narratives continually unfold over time, compared with the one-time purchase of a 

physical good. Thus, 

H2: Consumers’ feelings of connection to others who also consume the product mediates 

the effect of embedding an entertainment promotion with a high degree of 

consumption sociality (via a catchphrase) on consumer purchases.  

 

Data 

 

To test for whether a higher level of consumption sociality embedded in an 

entertainment promotion leads to higher sales, I conducted a field experiment. I describe 

the experiment, variables, model, and results below.   

 

Experimental Design 

 

To explore the effectiveness of including a catchphrase in a targeted 

entertainment promotion as a high degree of consumption sociality, I conducted a large-
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scale randomized field experiment in cooperation with a major wireless service provider 

outside the U.S. In my experiment, mobile users were randomly selected to receive an 

SMS message. The SMS promoted a subscription to a television sitcom that is popular in 

the country in which this field experiment was conducted. Mobile users could purchase 

the video-streaming subscription by clicking on the link provided in the SMS, after which 

they could immediately begin viewing the sitcom on their smartphone device. The 

subscription was charged to their monthly bill. My field experiment closely follows 

industry practice. Specifically, as mobile users increasingly consume content across 

platforms, marketers are keeping pace by promoting entertainment products to mobile 

users. For example, in the U.S., many satellite and cellular providers as well as broadcast 

and cable networks enable viewers to watch content on their mobile devices as part of the 

“TV everywhere” initiative (Consumer Reports 2012). Typically, consumers can access 

this content on their mobile devices by downloading provider-specific apps.  

In my experiment, mobile users were randomly assigned to receive 1 of 3 SMS 

promotions: a control promotion, in which the promotion included either the title or a 

description of the sitcom, or a treatment promotion, in which the promotion included the 

signature catchphrase from the sitcom’s main character. The signature catchphrase used 

in the promotion meets the definition of a catchphrase because it has been repeated often 

and most people recognize it and associate it with the main character of the sitcom. Thus, 

the 3 promotion types consisted of 2 control conditions and 1 treatment condition. 

Because my experiment was a between-subject design, mobile users only received 1 SMS 

promotion. The length of the SMS promotion was 32 characters in the description 

condition, 21 characters in the title condition, and 26 characters in the catchphrase 
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condition. The field experiment was conducted in an Asian country in which the language 

is written in logographic characters, as opposed to the orthographic characters of other 

countries. In addition, all mobile users were provided with the same download 

information and the subscription price was the same across conditions. 

In total, I sent SMS promotions to 1,588,121 mobile users. Of these, a total of 

1,115,591 were able to view the SMS. Due to technical issues such as message 

interruption, I dropped the 472,530 mobile users who did not receive an SMS promotion 

from my data. Furthermore, I dropped 560,792 mobile users whose age and gender I did 

not have. Of the 554,799 valid recipients of the SMS promotion, 544,963 (98.23%) 

mobile users were assigned to the first control condition (title), 6,170 (1.11%) mobile 

users were assigned to the second control condition (description), and 3,666 (0.66%) 

mobile users were assigned to the treatment condition (catchphrase). See Table 9 for a 

summary of these mobile users per condition. My cells are balanced so because it took 

immense effort to negotiate using a catchphrase and to convince the wireless service 

provider of the worth of testing such combination of mobile targeting strategies. 

Ultimately, the wireless provider agreed to send a small portion of its real-world mobile 

users the mobile ad that included a catchphrase. 

 

Table 9. Summary of Mobile Users per Field Experiment Condition 

 Title in Mobile 

Ad 

Description in 

Mobile Ad 

Catchphrase in 

Mobile Ad 

Total number of   

   mobile users 
544,963 6,170 3,666 

Percent of total 98.23% 1.11% 0.66% 
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Description of Variables 

 

My dependent variable of interest is purchase likelihood, defined as whether 

consumers purchased the promoted service or not. In addition to purchase data, my 

corporate partner provided me with individual-level data that it maintains on each of its 

mobile customers. This enabled me to clearly identify the effectiveness of the mobile 

promotions, since including these covariates in my analysis allows me to control for the 

possibility of alternative explanations driving my results. Specifically, I have 

demographic information, such as the gender, age, and company tenure (measured as 

whether clients have been with the wireless provider for more than a year or not) of each 

mobile user. This information is important since males may be more prone to purchasing 

the promotion because the sitcom’s main character is male. On the other hand, females 

may be more prone to purchasing the promotion because the promoted sitcom is similar 

to Friends, which had a high female viewership. Also, consumers within the age range of 

the target audience of the promoted show may be more prone to purchasing the 

promotion. In addition, consumers who have been with the service provider for a shorter 

amount of time may be more interested in advertised products than consumers who have 

been with the service provider for a longer period of time. Therefore, it is important to 

control for these covariates.  

I also have information on each mobile user’s mobile usage behaviors, including 

their total spending in the month prior to when the promotions were sent. This is 

important since consumers who spent more in the prior month may be less likely to 

purchase the promotion if their personal spending has exceeded their discretionary 
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amount. Alternatively, they may be more prone to purchase the promotion since they 

appear to transact more frequently on their mobile phones. In addition, I have information 

on whether individual users are data users, which is important since the promoted service 

is a streaming one, thus requiring data usage. As such, consumers who use data may be 

more comfortable streaming the promoted show; in the alternative, consumers who are 

not data users may have more available data with which to stream the show. For these 

reasons, I control for individual data usage. I also control for talk time (measured in 

minutes), and number of MMS (multimedia message services) and SMS sent and 

received in the month prior, since consumers who communicate with others more often 

may be more interested in watching popular shows.  

Finally, I also controlled for mobile users’ message channel (whether messages 

were sent through SMS or WAP (wireless application protocol)), whether their bill was 

bundled with their phone, and whether the phone was purchased through a bundled sale. 

These variables are important since they indicate how much consumers shop around 

before making a purchase as well as how deal-conscious they are. Table 10 presents the 

summary statistics (Panel A) and the correlations (Panel B) of these variables. My 

correlation table (Panel B) demonstrates that these variables are not highly correlated, 

since the bivariate correlations are under 0.5 for the most part. 
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Table 10. Summary Statistics (N = 554,799 mobile customers) 

Panel A: Definitions and Basic Summary Statistics of Variables 

Variable Definition 

1 Phone bill Subscriber’s total spending last month 

2 Talk time Subscriber’s talking time measured in minutes last month 

3 MMS amt. Subscriber’s MMS sending amount last month 

4 SMS amt. Subscriber’s SMS sending amount last month 

5 Gender Subscriber’s gender. 0/1: male/female   

6 Age Subscriber’s age 

7 Msg. channel Message channel: 0/1: through SMS/through WAP 

8 Bill bundled Whether bill is bundled with the phone. 0/1: No/Yes 

9 Tenure Whether phone service has continued > 1 year. 0/1: No/Yes 

10 Data user Whether the subscriber is a data user. 0/1: No/Yes 

11 Phone bundled Whether phone bought through a bundle sale. 0/1: No/Yes 

   
 

Percentile 

Variable Mean S.D. 25% 50% 75% 

1 Phone bill 108.94 73.59 60 92.40 137.16 

2 Talk time 743.04 609.55 322 588 922 

3 MMS amt. 0.94 7.50 0 0 1 

4 SMS amt. 142.75 217.72 26 78 182 

5 Gender 0.38 0.48 0 0 1 

6 Age 29.47 10.73 23 28 37 

7 Msg. channel 1.02 0.15 1 1 1 

8 Bill bundled 0.63 0.48 0 1 1 

9 Tenure 0.28 0.45 0 0 1 

10 Data user 0.23 0.42 0 0 0 

11 Phone bundled 0.25 0.43 0 0 0 

 

Panel B: Correlation Matrix of Variables 
 

 

Notes. All correlations are significant at p < 0.01. Consumption amount is rescaled for 

data anonymity concerns. SMS stands for short message service; WAP stands for 

wireless application protocol; MMS stands for multimedia message service. 
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My experiment occurred during the month of September 2013. After my 

corporate partner pushed SMS to mobile users, mobile users had three days to respond. 

Mobile users purchased the promoted subscription by clicking on the link provided in the 

SMS. In total, of the 554,799 mobile users who received the SMS promotion, 6,381 of 

them purchased the subscription. This equates to a 1.15% response rate, which is slightly 

higher than the 0.33% average clickthrough rate for mobile messages in the entertainment 

industry (eMarketer 2012).   

 

Empirical Model 

 

I am interested in whether mobile users purchased the promoted subscription or 

not. Since my dependent variable is binary, I conducted a logit regression. The nature of 

my randomized field experiment helps control for consumers’ unobserved heterogeneity 

and thereby helps avoid potential confounds of endogeneity and causality biases 

(Goldfarb and Tucker 2011). This enables differences in the likelihood of user purchase 

to be attributed to the effects of the ad message. I estimate the likelihood of a mobile 

purchase for each mobile user as  𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑖
𝑆𝐻𝑂𝑊. Because there is a large 

number of non-responses (mobile users who did not purchase the promoted subscription) 

in my data, I follow Agarwal et al. (2011) and Goodman and Malkoc (2012) and assume 

an i.i.d. extreme value distribution of the error term in the logit model: 

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑖
𝑆𝐻𝑂𝑊 = 

exp (𝑈𝑖
𝑆𝐻𝑂𝑊)

1+ exp(𝑈𝑖
𝑆𝐻𝑂𝑊)

 

                 
SHOW

iU  = l+ l × SHOWi +  l 
× Xi + i 

 l
,                                         (1) 
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where 
SHOW

iU  is the latent utility of a purchase, and Xi is a vector of mobile user usage 

behavior controls, including individual users’ monthly phone bill (ARPU), monthly 

minutes of call time used (MOU), monthly number of multimedia message services sent 

and received (MMS), monthly number of short message services sent and received 

(SMS), and monthly amount of wireless application protocol used (WAP). These 

covariates help account for the unobserved fixed effects in consumers’ mobile usage 

behaviors across heavy or light mobile users. i comprises the idiosyncratic error terms. 

tests the effects of including a catchphrase in the message on purchase likelihood after 

controlling for individual usage fixed effects. Of key interest is the effect () of including 

a catchphrase in a message on mobile purchase likelihood.  

 

Results 

 

Table 11 summarizes the main empirical results of my model. In model 1, only 

the control variables and the first control condition (the title) are included as the baseline 

prediction, and model 2 enters the second control condition (the description) and the 

treatment condition (the catchphrase).  
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Table 11. Effect of Catchphrase Use in Entertainment Promotions on Mobile 

Purchase 

Variable Model 1 Model 2 

Phone bill -0.015(0.001)*** -0.01(0.001)*** 

Talk time 0.001(0.001)*** 0.001(0.001)*** 

MMS amt. -0.001(0.001) -0.001(0.002) 

SMS amt. -0.001(0.001)** -0.001(0.001)** 

Gender 0.103(0.027)*** 0.104(0.027)*** 

Age 0.012(0.001)*** 0.012(0.001)*** 

Message channel  -0.277(0.094)*** -0.312(0.094)*** 

Bill bundled with phone sale 0.318(0.031)*** 0.321(0.031)*** 

Tenure -0.057(0.035) -0.060(0.035)* 

Data user -0.056(0.033)* -0.051(0.033) 

Phone purchased through bundled sale -0.011(0.033) -0.011(0.033) 

Description in Mobile Ad  -0.727(0.162)*** 

Catchphrase in Mobile Ad  0.798(0.105)*** 

Chi
2
 297.72 370.66 

Significance 0.001 0.001 

Log-likelihood -34,696.13 -34,659.79 

VIF 1.04-6.62 1.01-6.62 

Pseudo R
2
 0.004 0.005 

Observations 554,799 554,799 

Notes. ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.10; standard errors are in parentheses. Models 1 

and 2 show the decision to subscribe to the streaming service for the show. MMS stands 

for multimedia message service; SMS stands for short message service; WAP stands for 

wireless application protocol. The comparison group is the show title in the mobile ad. 

Message channel is a binary variable equal to 1 if the consumer sent a message through 

WAP and equal to 0 if otherwise. Phone bill bundled with phone sale is a binary variable 

equal to 1 if the consumer purchased a phone at the same time she subscribed to the 

wireless service and equal to 0 if otherwise. More than a year of phone service is a binary 

variable equal to 1 if the consumer has been with the wireless provider for over a year 

and equal to 0 if otherwise. Data user is a binary variable equal to 1 if the consumer uses 

data through a data package and equal to 0 if otherwise. 
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Because there are only three promotion conditions (2 controls and 1 treatment), I 

only need two dummy variables (the first control condition, the title, serves as the 

comparison base). As shown in model 2, phone bill is negatively and significantly related 

to purchase likelihood (= -0.01, p < 0.01). This suggests that consumers with higher 

phone bills have less available money to spend on discretionary services like video 

streaming. Talk time is positively and significantly related to purchase likelihood (= 

0.001, p < 0.01). A possible explanation for this is that people who talk more are also 

likely to consume online content more, perhaps as a means of conversation fodder. At the 

same time, SMS is negatively and significantly related to purchase likelihood (= -0.001, 

p < 0.05), suggesting that people who text more are less prone to purchase video-

streaming services. Females appear more likely to purchase the promotion (= 0.104, p < 

0.01), which makes sense since the promoted sitcom is similar to the American sitcom 

Friends, which had a high female viewership while it aired.  

Also, as shown in model 2, Table 11, message channel has a negative and 

significant effect on purchase likelihood (= -0.312, p < 0.01), which suggests that 

smartphone users who send messages through wireless application protocols are less 

likely to watch the promoted sitcom. Similarly, tenure has a negative and significant 

effect on the likelihood of purchase (= -0.060, p < 0.10), although this effect was not as 

strong as other effects. Put differently, consumers who were customers of the wireless 

provider for more than a year were less likely to purchase the promotion; this may be 

because they are less susceptible to messages and promotions from the provider than 

newer customers overall. Finally, bill bundled with phone sale is positively and 

significantly related to purchase likelihood (= 0.321, p < 0.01). This makes sense since 
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customers whose bill is bundled with their phone may be more price-sensitive or deal-

prone, and so may be more likely to purchase the promotion than their counterparts 

(customers whose bill is not bundled with their phone).   

As shown in model 2, the parameter estimate for the effect of including a 

description of the sitcom in the promotion is negative and significant compared with 

promotions that include the sitcom title (= -0.727, p < 0.01). This corresponds to a 

0.63% adoption rate for promotions that include a description, while promotions that 

include the sitcom title have a 1.15% response rate. In other words, promotions with 

show titles perform significantly better than promotions with show descriptions.  

This finding is interesting because one would expect that the higher the level of 

consumption sociality in an entertainment promotion, the higher the purchase likelihood. 

Put differently, the more sociality embedded in the message, the higher the sales should 

be. A description of an entertainment product provides more information about that 

product than a title, so it is arguable that a product description has a higher level of 

consumption sociality than a product title. For example, an individual may be more able 

to participate in a conversation about a television show if she knows what it is about, 

compared with if she only knows the title of the television show. In other words, a 

product description may generate more discussion than a product title. On the other hand, 

a product description may satisfy an individual’s curiosity about what the product is 

about. If so, then a product title may generate more discussion than a description because 

an individual exposed to only the title may be curious about what the product is about, 

which may generate questions and hence conversation.  
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In my experiment, I find that compared with entertainment promotions that 

include only the product title, entertainment promotions that include product descriptions 

have a lower likelihood of purchase. This may be due to the nature of the medium: 

mobile phones are characterized by small screen sizes, so people may have less patience 

for a message that describes the product or service (32 characters), compared with a 

message that references the product or service by name only (21 characters). However, 

although this difference may seem notable, it is negligible in terms of appearance on the 

screen and time to read the message. Alternatively, this lower purchase likelihood may be 

a response to disappointment brought on by a description. Providing the sitcom 

description may have decreased people’s prior expectations about the show and 

consequently discouraged them from purchasing the streaming service (whereas when 

provided only the sitcom title people are free to imagine what they wish about the show 

and consequently may be more likely to purchase the promoted streaming service). It is 

also possible that the product description was not worded as well as it could have been, 

and thus did not do the show justice, thereby decreasing purchase likelihood. Recall that 

the promoted show is a popular one, and therefore it is likely most people know what the 

show is about (similar to how many people knew what Friends was about when it aired, 

without having to watch it). In that case, a product description may serve to disappoint 

people or undersell the product more than a product title would. 

Importantly, the estimate for including a catchphrase in the entertainment 

promotion is positive and significant compared with promotions that only include the 

sitcom title (= 0.798, p < 0.01), corresponding to a 2.62% adoption rate. Thus, 

promotions that include a catchphrase appear to resonate more with consumers and 
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significantly outperform promotions that only include the sitcom title or sitcom 

description. Recall that my hypothesis is that a higher degree of consumption sociality 

embedded in an entertainment promotion, compared with a lower degree of consumption 

sociality, leads to more consumer purchases. As Figure 5 shows, the adoption rate results 

visually support that a higher degree of consumption sociality in an entertainment 

promotion (i.e., including a catchphrase in the message) generates a higher likelihood of 

consumer purchases than a lower degree of consumption sociality in an entertainment 

promotion (i.e., messages that only include the title or description of the promotion), thus 

supporting H1. These results suggest that embedding a catchphrase in an entertainment 

promotion may boost the perceived social value of consumption, since a catchphrase is an 

expression that consumers may anticipate sharing with others to signal consumption of 

the product and generate conversation. Indeed, catchphrases may help consumers imagine 

discussing the product with others more than a description or a title because catchphrases 

may more readily evoke the story and character with which the catchphrase is associated. 

This potential of a catchphrase to boost the perceived social value of consuming a 

product may consequently generate higher purchase intentions.   
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Figure 5. Catchphrases and Purchase Rates (Field Experiment, N = 554,799) 

 

 

 

When Are Mobile Entertainment Promotions More Effective? 

 

In this section, I explain the conditions under which a mobile entertainment 

promotion is more effective. Table 12 summarizes the additional results of my model. 

Model 1 includes the control variables and interaction terms of the number of SMS 

messages received monthly and the promotion conditions, model 2 includes the 

interaction terms of mobile users’ age and the promotion conditions, and model 3 

includes the interaction terms of mobile users’ gender and the promotion conditions.  
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Table 12. Additional Analyses on the Effect of Catchphrase Use in Entertainment 

Promotions on Mobile Purchase 

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Phone bill -0.001(0.001)*** -0.001(0.001)*** -0.001(0.001)*** 

Talk time 0.001(0.001) 0.001(0.001) 0.001(0.001) 

MMS amt. -0.002(0.002) -0.002(0.002) -0.002(0.002) 

SMS amt. -0.001(0.001) -0.001(0.001)* -0.001(0.001) 

Gender 0.109(0.027)*** 0.109(0.026)*** 0.117(0.027)*** 

Age 0.012(0.001)*** 0.012(0.001)*** 0.012(0.001)*** 

Message channel  -0.303(0.094)*** -0.303(0.094)*** -0.305(0.094)*** 

Bill bundled with phone  

   sale 

0.323(0.031)*** 0.323(0.031)*** 0.323(0.031)*** 

Tenure -0.082(0.035)** -0.082(0.035)** -0.082(0.035)** 

Data user -0.052(0.033) -0.052(0.033) -0.052(0.033) 

Phone purchased  

   through bundled sale     

-0.015(0.033) -0.016(0.033) -0.016(0.033) 

Description in Mobile  

  Ad 

-0.730(0.163)*** -0.732(0.168)*** -0.464(0.184)** 

Catchphrase in Mobile  

  Ad 

0.756(0.110)*** 0.700(0.116)*** 0.904(0.127)*** 

Number of SMSs sent  

   per month x 

   

   Description in Mobile  

      Ad 

0.001(0.001)   

   Catchphrase in Mobile  

      Ad 

-0.003(0.001)***   

Age x     

   Description in Mobile 

Ad 

 0.005(0.014)  

   Catchphrase in Mobile  

     Ad 

 0.022(0.008)***  

Gender x      

   Description in Mobile  

     Ad 

  -0.809(0.381)** 

   Catchphrase in Mobile  

     Ad 

  -0.286(0.223) 

Chi
2
 368.25 362.50 361.38 

Significance 0.001 0.001 0.001 

Log-likelihood -34,652.99 -34,655.87 -34,656.43 

VIF 1.02-5.96 1.02-5.96 1.02-5.96 

Pseudo R
2
 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Observations 554,799 554,799 554,799 
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Table 12. Additional Analyses on the Effect of Catchphrase Use in Entertainment 

Promotions on Mobile Purchase, Continued 

Notes. ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.10; standard errors are in parentheses. Models 

1, 2, and 3 show the decision to subscribe to the streaming service for the show 

depending on number of SMSs sent per month, age, and gender. The comparison 

group is the show title in the mobile ad. MMS stands for multimedia message service; 

SMS stands for short message service; WAP stands for wireless application protocol. 

Message channel is a binary variable equal to 1 if the consumer sent a message 

through WAP and equal to 0 if otherwise. Phone bill bundled with phone sale is a 

binary variable equal to 1 if the consumer purchased a phone at the same time she 

subscribed to the wireless service and equal to 0 if otherwise. More than a year of 

phone service is a binary variable equal to 1 if the consumer has been with the 

wireless provider for over a year and equal to 0 if otherwise. Data user is a binary 

variable equal to 1 if the consumer uses data and equal to 0 if otherwise. 

 

 

When including the covariate of the number of SMS messages a mobile customer 

has sent and received in the prior month, as shown in model 1 of Table 12, the parameter 

estimate for the effect of including a catchphrase in the entertainment promotion is 

negative and significant the greater the number of SMS messages sent and received (= -

0.003, p < 0.01). I expect this might be the case since a higher SMS messaging rate may 

indicate either high communication with a few friends, suggesting closely-knit 

friendships, or wide communication with many friends, suggesting an active social life. 

In turn, for mobile users with deeper or wider friendships, the social value that a 

catchphrase in an entertainment promotion can signal may not be as salient, hence a 

lower likelihood of making a purchase.  

When including the covariate of the age of a mobile user, as shown in model 2, 

the parameter estimate for the effect of including a catchphrase in the entertainment 

promotion is positive and significant the older the mobile user (= 0.022, p < 0.01). Note 
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that in my data, the average age of mobile users receiving the promotion is 29, with a 

standard deviation of 10 years. This is because the promoted show caters to the 25-34 age 

bracket, so the service provider made efforts to target this age group in particular. I 

expect that within the context of my study, older adults (in their 30s) are more likely to 

purchase the entertainment product when a catchphrase is included because they are more 

socially motivated to consume popular products. That is, on average, people in their 30s 

tend to have a stable job and hence available television viewing time in the evening. 

Indeed, a recent Nielsen report (2014) indicates that people ages 35-39 watch more hours 

of TV per week on average than their younger counterparts. In addition, people in their 

30s tend to begin raising families, whose young children may prevent as many social 

outings as were possible before. Given these factors (stable viewing times, house-bound, 

reduced social circle), 30-somethings may be more socially motivated to consume an 

entertainment product, especially when a catchphrase that is included in a promotion 

reminds them of the social value of consumption.   

And finally, when including the covariate of gender, as shown in model 3 of 

Table 12, the parameter estimate for the effect of including a description in the 

entertainment promotion is negative and significant (= -0.809, p < 0.05). This may be a 

strong response of females against being told about the sitcom background. Recall that 

providing a description of the sitcom alone was negative and significant in Table 11 (= -

0.727, p < 0.01). As shown in Table 12, this negative effect of product description is even 

stronger when recipients are females. This may be because females are even more 

disappointed in the sitcom than males are after reading the sitcom description, and hence 

even less likely to purchase the promoted streaming service.  
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Lab Experiment to Test the Underlying Mechanism for the Catchphrase-Sales 

Effect in Targeted Mobile Promotions 

 

In order to better understand the underlying mechanism for why entertainment 

promotions embedded with a higher degree of consumption sociality may lead to higher 

purchases (i.e., via a catchphrase), I conducted a lab study. My hypothesis, H2, is that 

consumers’ feelings of connection to others who also consume the product mediate the 

effect of embedding an entertainment promotion with a high degree of consumption 

sociality (via a catchphrase) on consumer purchase. I expect this because people may 

anticipate discussions about the entertainment product with others who have also 

consumed the product. Such anticipated discussion may lead people to also anticipate 

feeling more connected to others, thereby increasing their likelihood of purchase. To test 

this, I designed a study in which I manipulate the degree of consumption sociality in an 

entertainment promotion and measure how connected consumers believe they would feel 

with others they believe would also consume the promoted product. I describe my study 

and discuss the results below.  

 

Experimental Design 

 

One hundred thirty undergraduate students at Temple University (67 women; Mage 

= 21.8 years, S.D. = 1.6 years) participated in this study in exchange for partial course 

credit. This study protocol was approved by Temple University’s Institutional Review 

Board and informed consent was obtained from each study participant. I employed a 2 
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(description condition: catchphrase vs. no catchphrase) x 2 (ad condition: catchphrase vs. 

no catchphrase) between-subjects design in which participants were randomly assigned to 

condition. (See Table 13 for the number of participants in each condition).  

 

Table 13. Summary of Lab Participants per Condition 

 Catchphrase in Ad No Catchphrase in Ad Total 

Catchphrase in Product  

  Description (percent    

  of total) 

30 (23.1%) 37 (28.5%) 67 (51.5%) 

No Catchphrase in  

  Product Description  

  (percent of total) 

35 (26.9%) 28 (21.5%) 63 (48.5%) 

 

 

Procedure 

 

This study consisted of two steps corresponding to the treatment variables of 

catchphrase in the description (step 1) and catchphrase in the ad (step 2). In step 1, 

participants were informed they would be evaluating a mobile ad for a new television 

sitcom. They were further informed that an example of a mobile advertisement would be 

when participants received a text alert on their smartphones from their favorite store. 

Participants then read that the mobile advertisement they would evaluate was for a 

situation comedy titled Politics 101 that had been airing in Canada and would now be 

available for viewing on smartphones in the U.S.  

For the purpose of this study, I described a fictitious sitcom to avoid confounds of 

show familiarity or established consumption sociality (i.e., established social value of 
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consumption). The Canada-U.S. component of this sitcom was designed to indicate that 

the show had already gained popularity in a country whose culture is similar to that of the 

U.S. The recent practice of television networks in the U.S. picking up popular Canadian 

shows helps establish the credibility of the experiment (e.g. Flashpoint, Rookie Blue, 

Orphan Black).  

The sitcom was described as presented in mockumentary style (in which the 

actors sometimes speak directly into the camera) and follows the lives of three families 

whose parents work as a professor, coach, and administrator at their local university. The 

intellect, athleticism, and social skills of each one is contrasted for comic effect. The 

design of this sitcom was based on the following criteria. Recent television sitcom ratings 

indicate that Modern Family (a show presented in mockumentary style) ranks amongst 

the most popular sitcoms and comedy series airing today. Consequently, this 

experimental task can approximate an actual sitcom advertising campaign with subjects 

from the network’s target market.  

Participants then read a description about the show which discussed the antics that 

occurred on the show and briefly described three episodes as examples. Participants in 

the description treatment condition read descriptions of three episodes in which a 

catchphrase was repeated three times by the show characters. This helps ensure that the 

phrase “catches” in the mind of participants, in line with the definition of a catchphrase, 

and may be recognized as being associated with the characters of the fictitious show. In 

the control condition, participants read about episodes in which three different statements 

were quoted from the show characters. (See Appendix C for details of the catchphrase 

primes used in this study). 
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In step 2, participants were informed that before sending mobile advertisements 

for this new show to smartphones, the network planned to first show ads on TV with clips 

from some of the described episodes. Then, after two weeks, the network planned to send 

mobile advertisements of the show to smartphone owners. Participants were then shown 

an example of the text message the show planned to send, similar to those received by 

smartphone owners in the field experiment. Participants in the treatment ad condition saw 

an image of a mobile ad in which the catchphrase was included as part of the ad: (“How 

did he know that?!? Subscribe now to Politics 101 for only $10! Simply download the 

accompanying app!”). Participants in the control ad condition saw an image of a mobile 

ad which did not include the catchphrase: (“Subscribe now to Politics 101 for only $10! 

Simply download the accompanying app!”). (See Appendix D for details of the ad primes 

used in this study). 

 

Key Measures 

 

Dependent Variables 

 

Following the second step in which participants were shown an image of a mobile 

ad, participants were asked to complete measures of different dependent variables. 

Persuasion. I measured persuasion with the statements “this message is very 

persuasive,” and “this message is convincing” on two 5-point scales (1 = “strongly 

disagree,” 5 = “strongly agree”). To create a single index for persuasion, I averaged the 

two persuasion items (persuasion, convincing; r = 0.88). 
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Purchase Intention. I measured purchase intention with the statements “I am 

likely to purchase this show for my smartphone today,” and “I would buy this show to 

watch on my smartphone” on the same scale. To create a single index for purchase 

intention, I averaged the two purchase intention items (purchase, buy; r = 0.94). 

  

Independent, Mediating, and Control Variables 

 

Manipulation Check. To rate the consumption sociality of the show, participants 

were asked the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the statements: “I imagine 

myself joking with others by using a quote from the TV show,” “I feel like I know 

popular culture when I use a quote or understand its meaning,” and “I feel good when I 

quote a TV show” on a 5-point scale (1= “strongly disagree,” 5 = “strongly agree”). 

Because the item “feel like I know popular culture when I use a quote or understand its 

meaning” did not correlate highly with the other two items, I included it separately in my 

analysis and averaged the two remaining quote items (imagine using a quote, feel good 

when I quote) to create a single index for the consumption sociality measure ( = 0.65). 

Feelings of Connection with Others. To rate feelings of connection to others, 

participants were asked to answer how disconnected or connected they would feel to 

others they believed would also watch the show (adapted from Maner et al. 2007; 

McFarren and Argo 2014): “If you watch this show, how connected would you feel to 

others you believe would also watch this show?” on a 7-point scale (1 = “feel more 

disconnected,” 7 = “feel more connected”).  
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Susceptibility to Interpersonal Influence. To control for susceptibility to 

interpersonal influence, participants were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed or 

disagreed with the following statements (adapted from O’Bearden et al. 1989): “I ask 

friends or family about a show before I watch it,” “to make sure I watch the right TV 

show, I often observe what others are watching,” and “I achieve a sense of belonging by 

purchasing the same products and brands that others purchase” on a 5-point scale (1= 

“strongly disagree,” 5 = “strongly agree”). Because the item “I achieve a sense of 

belonging by purchasing the same products and brands that others purchase” did not 

correlate highly with the other two items, I included it separately in my analysis and 

averaged the remaining susceptibility to interpersonal influence items (asking others 

about a show, observing what others watch) to create a single index for this control 

measure ( = 0.78). 

Participants then answered a series of questions to control for attention, age, 

gender, television viewing habits, preference for shows that they can discuss with others, 

and preference for Canadian shows. Finally, participants were probed for suspicion and 

thanked for their participation. (See Appendix E for details of the measures used in this 

study). 

 

Results 

 

The results from the lab experiment reveal interesting effects. In order to examine 

whether differences existed across the four experimental conditions I conducted an 

ANOVA test first on purchase intention with the catchphrase, the advertising message, 
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and their interaction as independent variables. The results show no main effect of either 

the catchphrase manipulation (F(1,128) = 0.43, p > 0.10), or the advertising manipulation 

(F(1,128) = 0.46, p > 0.10). However, there was a significant interaction between these 

two factors (F(1,128) = 3.43, p < 0.10). 

Specifically, as shown in Table 14, in the description with a catchphrase 

condition, participants’ purchase intention was significantly greater when they did not see 

the catchphrase in the ad than when they saw the catchphrase in the ad (Mad without catchphrase 

= 1.96 vs. Mad with catchphrase = 1.56); t(128) =  3.31, p < 0.10). No differences existed in the 

description without a catchphrase condition between participants who did not see the 

catchphrase in the ad versus participants who saw the catchphrase in the ad (Mad without 

catchphrase = 1.55 vs. Mad with catchphrase = 1.74); t(128) =  0.67, p > 0.10; see Figure 6). 

 

Table 14. Lab Study Results (DV1) 

DV1: Purchase Intention: Mean Results 

 
Catchphrase in 

Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in 

Product Description  
1.55 1.96 t(128) = 3.31, p < 0.10 

No Catchphrase in 

Product Description 
1.74 1.55 t(128) = 0.66, p > 0.10 
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Figure 6. Purchase Intention as a Function of a Catchphrase in Lab Experiment 

 

 

This interaction was significant even when controlling for all other covariates 

(F(1,128) = 4.05, p < 0.05). Neither susceptibility to interpersonal influence, television 

viewing habits, preference for Canadian shows, the desire for social connection, or 

preference for shows that one can discuss with other people were significant (all ps > 

0.10); see Appendix F.  

I then conducted an ANOVA test on consumer perceptions of persuasiveness with 

the catchphrase, the advertising message, and their interaction as independent variables. 

The results show no main effect of either the catchphrase manipulation (F(1,128) = 0.61, 

p > 0.10) or the advertising manipulation (F(1,128) = 0.71, p > 0.10), nor any significant 

interaction between these factors (F(1,128) = 1.08, p > 0.10); see Table 15.  
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Table 15. Lab Study Results (DV2) 

DV2: Persuasion: Mean Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product  

   Description  
2.17 2.51 t(128) = 1.83, p > 0.10 

No Catchphrase in   

  Product Description 
2.21 2.18 t(128) = 0.18, p > 0.10 

 

 

My key interest was to test the mediating role of feelings of connection to others 

(H2), which following Preacher and Hayes (2004) involved a test of mediated 

moderation. Using the bootstrapping method with Hayes’s 2012 PROCESS macro, I 

assessed mediation (Preacher and Hayes 2004). The results revealed no significant effect 

for feelings of connection to others as a potential psychological explanation, thereby 

failing to provide support for the mediating role of feelings of connection to others and 

H2. This may have been due to the nature of the study itself as described above. Thus, 

future research may investigate alternative explanations for why including a culturally-

known and popular catchphrase in an entertainment promotion boosts purchase 

likelihood, such as the desire for social approval or signaling effects. Overall, these 

results fail to support H2. 

There may be several reasons why differences in results exist between the lab 

experiment and the field experiment. For one, these differences might arise from the 

difference between the existence versus the creation of a catchphrase. More specifically, 

in the field experiment, a well-known catchphrase from a popular television show was 

used to promote the ability to stream the show on mobile devices. In that case, the 
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catchphrase and its association with the promoted show had already gained favorable 

impressions. In the lab experiment, to avoid confounds of show familiarity or established 

consumption sociality (i.e., established social value from watching the show), a fictitious 

show was described. In turn, to create a catchphrase that adhered to its definition of 

recognition as a catchphrase that “catches” in the mind, a few fictitious episodes were 

described in which the same catchphrase was repeated three times. Consequently, this 

may have heightened consumer reactance to the catchphrase-embedded ad. That is, 

consumers may have perceived their ability to assess the quality, or discussion potential, 

of a show to be threatened by the presence of a repeated phrase. If so, this may have lead 

consumer to react by reducing their purchase intentions even more.  

Another reason the lab results differ from the field experiment results may relate 

to differences in the length of the mobile ad, since one ad condition contained the 

catchphrase (25 characters, or 29% longer) while the other ad condition did not. Indeed, 

while the interaction remained significant in the lab study even when controlling for 

amount of time participants spent viewing the ad, there was a significant difference 

between average viewing times of the ads. That is, when the catchphrase was included in 

the ad, participants spent an average of 6 seconds more viewing the ad compared with 

when the catchphrase was not included in the ad (p < 0.10). Thus, compared with the 

logographic nature of Asian languages, in which additional words do not occupy as much 

space as they do in the orthographic nature of European languages, the presence of more 

words (via the catchphrase) in the ad may have instigated increased reactance or 

decreased patience in participants exposed to the ad condition that included a 
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catchphrase. In other words, it is possible that it is the length, and not the catchphrase that 

is influential. 

In addition, creating a fictitious show in which a catchphrase is devised and 

embedded poses a limitation to the study, in that repetition may not have occurred 

enough, the way it might occur in the real world for a catchphrase to catch in the mind 

and thereby become recognized and associated with the source. Another reason may be 

that participants were only exposed to the catchphrase from the marketer (in the lab 

experiment, the television network), instead of also from others. Also, participants were 

only exposed to the catchphrase in writing, as opposed to the visual and auditory 

exposure that consumers often experience when encountering a catchphrase in 

entertainment products. Along these lines, it is also possible that participants did not view 

the show in a positive light. That is, if a show does not sound interesting, participants 

may be less inclined to watch it, since they may anticipate a lower likelihood of bonding 

with others who may also watch it or may be embarrassed to share with others that they 

watch it. In other words, if the show is not positively perceived, this may explain why the 

lab results did not mirror those of the field experiment. It does not appear, however, that 

participants differed in their views of the show, given that differences between group 

conditions in terms of feelings for Canadian shows did not differ (see Appendix F). 

Nevertheless, I conducted a follow-up posttest to investigate whether consumer 

perceptions of the show were a factor. I describe the details of this posttest below.  
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Posttest Experimental Design 

 

Seventy eight American adults (35 women; Mage = 35.89 years, S.D. = 11.98 

years) recruited from an online panel through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk participated in 

this study in exchange for a small monetary payment. (For the number of participants in 

each experimental condition, see Table 16). This study’s protocol was approved by 

Temple University’s Institutional Review Board and informed consent was obtained from 

study participants. As a posttest of the lab study, this study features a 2 (popularity cue: 

present vs. absent) level between-subjects design, in which participants were randomly 

assigned to conditions.  

 

Table 16. Summary of Posttest Participants per Condition 

Catchphrase in Product 

Description 

No Catchphrase in 

Product Description 
Total 

38 (48.7%) 40 (51.3%) 78 (51.5%) 

 

 

Procedure 

 

This study consisted of one steps corresponding to the treatment variable of 

catchphrase in the description, similar to the lab study (step 1). Participants were 

informed they would be evaluating a situation comedy that had been airing in Canada and 

would now be picked up by U.S. television networks. Participants read that the show was 
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titled Politics 101 and follows the lives of a coach, a professor, and a secretary who all 

work at the local university. Participants also read that the differences between the 

characters’ athleticism, intellect, and social skills are humorous.   

Similar to the lab study, participants then read a description about the show which 

discussed the antics that occurred on the show and briefly described three episodes as 

examples. Participants in the description treatment condition read descriptions of three 

episodes in which a catchphrase was repeated three times by the show characters. In the 

control condition, participants read about episodes in which three different statements 

were quoted from the show characters. (See Appendix G for details of the catchphrase 

primes used in this study). 

 

Key Measures 

 

Dependent Variables 

 

Following the description of the show, participants were asked to complete 

various measures of attitudes and behaviors about the show. 

Attitudes. I measured whether participants believed the show was interesting and 

humorous, as well as whether they believed others would find it interesting and 

humorous, with the statements “This TV show is interesting,” “This TV show is 

humorous,” “Other people will find this TV show interesting,” and “Other people will 

find this TV show humorous” on 5-point scales (1 = “strongly disagree,” 5 = “strongly 
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agree”). This enabled me to see whether participants believe other people would find the 

show interesting and or humorous, even if they did not themselves.  

Feelings of Connection with Others. To rate feelings of connection to others, 

participants were asked to answer how connected or disconnected they would feel to 

others who also watch the show, were they to begin watching it (adapted from Maner et 

al. 2007; McFarren and Argo 2014): “How connected would you feel to others who 

currently watch this show if you being to watch it?” on a 7-point scale (1 = “feel more 

disconnected,” 7 = “feel more connected”).  

Behavior. I measured whether participants would watch the show if they moved 

to a location where it was popular with the statement “Assume you are moving to Canada 

and learn that many people watch this TV show. How likely would you be to also watch 

this TV show?” on a 7-point scale (1 = “very unlikely,” 7 = “very likely).  

Participants then answered questions to control for age and gender. Then, 

participants were probed for suspicion and thanked for their participation. (See Appendix 

H for details of the measures used in this study). 

 

Posttest Results 

 

In order to examine whether differences existed across the two experimental 

conditions I conducted a one-way ANOVA test on each of the attitude measures for the 

self and for others (interest, humor), the feeling of connection to others measure, and the 

behavioral measure with the catchphrase as the independent variable. The results show no 
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differences between groups in either the attitude measures, feeling of connection to others 

measure, or behavioral measure (all ps > 0.10 (see Table 17).  

 

Table 17. Postest Study Results 

 Dependent Variables 

 Interest (self) Interest (others) 

Catchphrase in Product  

   Description 
2.47 3.00 

No Catchphrase in Product  

   Description 
2.58 3.08 

Mean Difference t(76) = 0.17, p > 0.10 t(76) = 0.09, p > 0.10 

   

 Humorous (self) Humorous (Others) 

Catchphrase in Product  

   Description 
2.58 3.11 

No Catchphrase in Product  

   Description 
2.53 3.15 

Mean Difference t(76) = 0.04, p > 0.10 t(76) = 0.05, p > 0.10 

   

 
Feel more connected to 

others 

Likelihood to watch show 

if Moved 

Catchphrase in Product  

   Description 
3.58 3.53 

No Catchphrase in Product  

   Description 
3.60 3.68 

Mean Difference t(76) = 0.00, p > 0.10 t(76) = 0.13, p > 0.10 

 

Importantly, the posttest reveals that overall participants did not find the 

television show to be interesting (Minterest = 2.53) or humorous (Mhumorous = 2.55). They 

did, however, believe that others would be more interested in it (Minterest of others = 3.04) and 

would find it more humorous than themselves (Mhumorous others = 3.08). 

The results from the lab study and posttest study suggest future courses of inquiry 

to delve into the underlying mechanism for why consumers may be more likely to 
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purchase an entertainment product when a quote is included in the promotion. 

Specifically, such future studies may seek to pinpoint a psychological explanation using 

either a fictitious product that is perceived to be more favorable, or using quotes from 

actual and current entertainment products, such as a recent television show that has 

garnered external hype and attention. The idea behind such an approach would be to 

capture consumers’ motivations regarding why they may be interested in watching the 

show. In addition, another course of inquiry may be to tease out the mechanism through a 

backwards-looking approach, by asking participants to recall a recent television show 

they enjoyed watching for at least a season, and how many opportunities for discussing it 

with others they encountered.  

 

Discussion 

 

This research examines the role of catchphrases in entertainment promotions by 

first developing a conceptual understanding of catchphrases and then tests hypothesized 

relationships through a field experiment and lab study. The results from my field 

experiment demonstrate that reminding consumers of the social value of consuming an 

entertainment product through the use of a catchphrase in a marketing message increases 

their purchase likelihood. In contrast, the results of the lab study were not conclusive in 

corroborating those of the field experiment or shedding light on a possible underlying 

mechanism. 

In an era of increasing competition for consumers’ attention, marketers employ 

multiple ways to reach consumers through their messages. Comparison advertising, price 
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promotions, others’ recommendations, and emotional appeals typify the marketing 

communication toolbox. In this research, I present and demonstrate a novel way to reach 

consumers through marketing messages. I show that entertainment promotions that 

employ popular catchphrases lead to higher sales than those that use product titles or 

descriptions. 

This research contributes to the list of contextual elements that influence a 

message’s persuasiveness. For example, price signals (Inman et al. 1990) and message 

framing (Block and Keller 1995) have been shown to impact the persuasiveness of a 

message. I demonstrate another element that influences persuasiveness, that of 

catchphrases from popular culture. Theoretically, studies have examined how media 

context affects advertising (Wang and Calder 2006). Whereas such context involved 

content outside of advertising itself, such as the print or media into which the 

advertisement was embedded, I examine how media content within the advertisement 

itself impacts consumer purchases. 

Marketing messages to consumers have long been a tool for garnering sales. 

Traditionally, marketers have employed a variety of advertising tools. Firms can use 

comparison advertising to tout their product’s relative superiority or can offer price 

promotions to appeal to the financially sensitive customer. Advertising that features 

customer or expert recommendations, or that informs consumers of how many others are 

using a product, has also been a common marketing tool. In addition, firms have 

employed slogans in the hope that consumers would recall their product better. I suggest 

marketers consider employing a catchphrase in their messages to consumers as a new 

way to boost sales. 
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The limitations of this research provide avenues for future research. For example, 

my research examined the use of catchphrases in entertainment promotions. In such 

cases, the catchphrases themselves often generate from and are associated with the 

character in the entertainment (movie, song, etc.). Research has also examined the use of 

catchphrases in ads (Indow 1971). For instance, Budweiser ran advertisements featuring 

frogs that each croaked a portion of the name Budweiser, and ads featuring people asking 

each other “wassup.” Yet, social media has dramatically changed how people connect 

with each other and spread word of mouth today. This is because consumers pay more 

attention to their mobiles than they do to radio and print combined (Thompson 2015). It 

is possible that the use of catchphrases by companies in social media would have a 

greater effect than in television ads since the former channel is more social in nature. For 

this reason, there is thus a need for research to test the use of catchphrases in digital 

media, compared with more traditional forms of media. Specifically, more needs to be 

done regarding how technology influences word of mouth and product sales relative to 

the use of catchphrases associated with a product.   

In conclusion, this research investigates the role of embedding cues of the social 

value of consumption in marketing messages. It does so by identifying the sales effect of 

including a catchphrase in entertainment promotions. Mobile marketers may consider 

boosting the effectiveness of their messages by cueing the social value of consumption in 

their campaigns.  
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CHAPTER 4. 

 

ESSAY 3: POPULARITY CUES AND PRICE DISCOUNTS: A VIABLE 

STRATEGY FOR TARGETED PROMOTIONS? 

 

Abstract 

 

 

Mobile promotions typically offer consumers value through price discounts. Yet, 

consumers primarily use their mobile phones to connect with others. Given this social 

dimension of mobile, marketers may be tempted to include popularity cues in their 

mobile promotions. Can promoting a good as popular while simultaneously offering it at 

a price discount be an effective strategy for targeted promotions? This research provides 

an overview of popularity cues and price discounts, and investigates how popularity cues 

interact with price discounts to influence purchase intentions. Marketers may consider 

consumers’ social motivations when designing effective mobile promotions.   

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

In Essay 2, I investigated the sales effects of using a catchphrase in entertainment 

promotions. I explained that a catchphrase may serve as a type of social cue that 

motivates consumers to purchase the promoted product. This is because consumer 

purchase decisions may be driven in part by a consume-to-connect motive. That is, 

consumers may be motivated to purchase and consume a product in order to connect with 

others through conversation about the product. I extend this idea in Essay 3 by 

juxtaposing the social cue of popularity with price discounts. Motivating this inquiry is 
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the phenomenon that marketers are increasingly connecting with consumers through 

mobile devices. Marketers do so via mobile promotions, which typically offer consumers 

value through price promotions.  

While consumers may use their mobile phones as a shopping assistant to price-

compare or search for coupons, deals, or product reviews, mobiles still function primarily 

as a means for consumers to communicate with others. Indeed, since “digital 

involvements are social in nature,” consumers use mobiles to consume content and share 

information with others (Belk 2013, p. 487; eMarketer 2014). For example, technological 

advances such as widespread Wi-Fi access and smartphone usage enable consumers to 

access product information and consumer reviews at the point of purchase. Recognizing 

the value consumers place on what products others consume, marketers may be tempted 

to include cues of popularity in their mobile promotions.  

Yet, can emphasizing the popularity of a product while simultaneously offering it 

at a discount boost sales? The answer may be complicated. On one hand, a popular good 

suggests the product has gained social approval, and is thus a safe purchase (Bandura 

1977). However, a price discount that accompanies a popular item may lead consumers to 

question why the item is discounted if it is indeed popular. That is, consumers typically 

do not need the additional incentive of monetary savings to purchase popular items, since 

popularity implies the product is in high demand already. Thus, a discounted good touted 

as popular may lead consumers to suspect that the item is not all it is touted to be.  

On the other hand, consumers may be accustomed to receiving offers of price 

discounts via mobile promotions. Indeed, mobile promotions aside, price discounts are 

becoming more common as the marketplace increasingly competes for consumer loyalty 
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and as consumers increasingly search for deals with their mobile phones. As such, 

consumers may not be surprised by, and thus not discouraged from purchasing, a popular 

item at a discount.  

This question is important to investigate since marketers are keen on 

understanding whether promotion strategies such as popularity cues and price discounts 

can be successfully combined. Indeed, answering this question is critical since each 

marketing practice is prevalent, but combining them may not be as effective. That is, 

until now, marketers have either used a popularity cue or an economic incentive, but 

haven’t really leveraged them in combination. The nature of mobile promotions, 

characterized by their tendency to deliver value to consumers via price promotions, 

though, may change this. Specifically, marketers may contemplate leveraging mobile 

promotions to offer consumers value through both price discounts and social utility via 

popularity information.  

The goal of this research is therefore to provide an overview of popularity cues 

and price discounts, and investigate how popularity cues interact with price discounts to 

affect purchase intentions. Figure 7 depicts the conceptual model of this study. I begin by 

reviewing the relevant literature.  
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Figure 7. Conceptual Model of the Effect of Popularity Cues and Price Discounts on 

Purchase Intentions 

 

 

 

Popularity Cues to Influence Purchase Intention 

 

A popularity cue is an external piece of information used by marketers to signal to 

a focal consumer how popular an item is with other consumers (Dean 1999). Marketers 

may leverage popularity cues in their messages to consumers for two reasons. First, 

consumers may interpret an item’s popularity as a signal of its quality and worth (Deval, 

Mantel, Kardes, and Posavac 2013). This inference is driven by the notion that if a 

product or service does not live up to its promise, people would not continue to buy it 

(Zhang and Liu 2012). This is especially the case when consumers have incomplete 

information about products, such as when they make online purchases. That is, in an 

online context, consumers typically cannot inspect products before purchasing them, 

especially if they do not engage in showrooming (examining a product in the offline 
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context of a brick and mortar store with the intent to purchase it the online context of 

virtual stores). Thus, to assuage consumer concerns about product quality and worth, 

marketers often provide cues of product popularity, such as ratings or ranking lists. For 

example, online buying sites such as Amazon.com and group-buying deal sites such as 

Groupon or Living Social often emphasize how popular an item is by including rating 

information and/or information on how many other consumers already purchased the 

product (Luo, Andrews, Song, and Aspara 2014).  

The second reason marketers may leverage popularity cues in their messages is 

due to consumers’ desire to consume what others are consuming. Indeed, the consumer 

need to feel a sense of belonging and connectedness to others is fundamental to humans 

(Baumeister and Leary 1995). Consumers can satisfy this need by strategically making 

consumption decisions. That is, consumers may strive to consume products that others 

consume in order to connect with others over common consumption. For example, an 

individual may be motivated to listen to a song that others have mentioned in order to 

participate in future conversations about it. In that case, the benefit of consuming 

products extends beyond the consumption itself and into consumers’ social relationships. 

This is because talk about subjects “like sports, establishes common conversational 

ground among relative strangers and helps us feel a sense of belonging” (Lindstrom 2012, 

p. 155). As such, consumption may be seen as an opportunity to enhance social 

relationships, leading consumers to adopt a conscious approach to their consumption 

decisions. This social motivation of consumption explains why consumers may be drawn 

to consume popular products.  
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Indeed, Gardner and Levy (1995) were amongst the first to suggest that because 

products have a social nature, consumer purchase motivations may also be social in 

nature. Put simply, “when it comes to the things we buy, what other people think matters” 

since a socially approved purchase decision “helps us to bond with other people” 

(Lindstrom 2012, p. 109). Echoing this, scholars note that, “decisions are not made in a 

social vacuum; rather, many social factors can influence decision making” (Bettman, 

Johnson, and Payne 1991, p. 63).  

These socially-conscious consumption behaviors are explained by the goal of 

affiliation with others. The underlying idea is that if an individual engages in purchase 

behaviors that others approve of, such as ordering a bigger or gender-identifying steak if 

one is a man, as opposed to a smaller “girly” steak, then others will approve of that 

individual (Cialdini and Goldstein 2004; White and Dahl 2006). In this sense, messages 

that include social cues, such as popularity cues, place consumption within a social 

perspective. Individuals may consider consumption in relation to others, rather than just 

for oneself, which highlights a secondary consequence of consumption. As such, 

including social cues of consumption in a message implicitly maximizes consumption 

utility by subtly reminding consumers that others are also consuming the promoted 

product. Hence, consumers will enjoy consuming the product for its own sake, as well as 

for the sake of others. Thus, including cues of product popularity can help emphasize the 

connecting potential of consuming the product. Indeed, social cues in messages can affect 

buying decisions (Woodside and Singer 1994). Since people are sensitive to cues of 

social connection and can even internalize others’ interests and motivations as their own, 
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including cues of the social value or social benefits of consumption in messages can 

boost purchase likelihood (Walton, Cohen, Cwir, and Spencer 2012).  

In this sense, a popular product implies that it appeals to a broad audience and 

many people are consuming it. Indeed, cues of popularity can signal to focal consumers 

that the product or service has been widely accepted by others (Bearden and Etzel 1982). 

Popularity cues can thus serve as critical social proof (Gierl and Huettl 2010). Thus, 

beyond signaling product quality, popularity cues can double as social cues of acceptance 

and of the connecting potential of consumption. In this sense, such social cues of 

consumption transmitted by popularity information can be a powerful purchase influence. 

Several studies corroborate the potency of popularity cues on consumer decisions, such 

as in the kidney market (Zhang 2010), group-buying deal contexts (Luo, Andrews, Song, 

and Aspara 2014), and services such as wedding service vendors (Tucker and Zhang 

2011).    

 

Price Discounts To Influence Purchase Intentions 

 

Price discounts offer consumers the chance to purchase a good at a lower price 

than it is normally sold at. Consumers enjoy obtaining goods or services at reduced 

prices, and may even find more value in their purchases as a result (Inman, McAlister, 

and Hoyer 1990). Since consumers derive utility from saving money, price discounts can 

serve to boost purchases (Lemon and Nowlis 2002).  

Several studies have documented the sales effects of price discounts. In the short-

run, price promotions have been found to boost sales (Mela, Gupta, and Lehman 1997). 
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However, price discounts may pose a risk for marketers who employ them. For example, 

DelVecchio, Krishnan, and Smith (2007) demonstrate how price discounts decrease 

consumers’ future purchase intention. Specifically, price discounts may serve to fuel 

consumer expectations of lower prices in the future. When the price returns to its normal 

level and consumer expectations of future low prices are not met, however, consumers 

may react by purchasing other items. In this sense, too deep of a discount can affect 

consumers’ post-promotion choices. This notion of too deep of a discount potentially 

harming purchase intention has also been found in contexts where marketers combine 

promotion tactics. Specifically, Andrews, Luo, Fang, and Phang (2014) found that when 

cause-marketing promotions were combined with price discounts, consumers were less 

likely to make a purchase if the discount was too high. Scholars have also found that 

price promotions alone can dampen consumers’ perceptions about brand quality (Dodson, 

Tybout, and Sternthal 1978), or in the alternative, increase consumer willingness to wait 

for another price promotion (Mela, Jedidi, and Bowman 1998).   

   

How Popularity Cues and Price Discounts Interact 

 

In addition to including social cues of consumption in their landing pages, product 

information pages, or other advertising messages, firms have begun to offer price 

discounts along with social cues of consumption. For instance, some online retailers offer 

discounts on their best seller and popular items, prompting the birth of online 

marketplaces for digital coupons such as RetailMeNot.com. Yet, can price discounts 

moderate the sales impact of popularity cues? The answer may not be entirely 
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straightforward. This is because alone, popularity cues can boost sales by signaling the 

quality of the product through how many other people have already purchased it (Luo, 

Andrews, Song, and Aspara 2014). Specifically, more popular products are likely to be 

consumed by a greater number of others. Emphasizing how many others are consuming a 

product can in turn boost the perceived social value of consuming the product (Gneezy 

and List 2013). Put differently, it is easier for a consumer to imagine the positive social 

consequences of consuming a product the more it appears that others are also consuming 

the product. As a result, consumers may be more motivated to purchase a product that 

appears to be more popular. 

Moreover, consumers may choose to consume products that others consume so 

that they, too, can experience them, thereby enabling them to actively participate in and 

contribute to conversations about that product or experience (Elberse 2013). For this 

reason, a popularity cue should see increased purchase likelihood relative to a product 

without such a cue. 

This hypothesis is grounded in the theory of observational learning, which posits 

that others’ actions have a powerful effect on an individual’s behavior (Bandura 1977).
5
 

Observational learning is an action-based social influence that signals information 

through the actions of others, which can in turn trigger self-behaviors in the observer 

(Cialdini 1984). When enough people act, an individual observing their actions assumes 

they possess information she does not, which consequently decreases her hesitancy to 

                                                 

5
 Other terms with similar meanings include network externalities and bandwagon effects 

(Bikchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1998), herding (Banerjee 1992), social contagion 

(Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001), social learning (Bandura 1977), social capital (Mouw 

2006), and social communication (Guo, Zhao, and Zhao 2007). 
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perform that action (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1998). Hence, observational 

learning can increase customers’ quality perceptions, willingness to trust the collective 

actions of their predecessors, and the desire to consume what others also consume 

(Cialdini 1984). This theory suggests that consumers will be drawn to popular items more 

than items that are not touted as popular. Formally,  

H1: Purchase intentions will be greater when popularity cues are present compared with  

      when popularity cues are absent.  

 

Similarly, price discounts alone can boost product sales by bestowing on 

consumers increased value for obtaining a product at a reduced price. In addition, 

consumers may derive value from knowing they have saved money (Lemon and Nowlis 

2002).  

Thus, on one hand, discounts may provide the necessary incentive to move from 

considering a purchase that a popularity cue can engender, to actually making the 

purchase. On the other hand, combining price discounts with popularity cues may not 

increase purchase intent more than either may do in insolation, but rather may serve to 

dampen the sales effect of popularity cues. More specifically, discounts may lead 

consumers to decline making a purchase, since a product touted as popular but at a 

reduced price may arouse suspicion in consumers. These lines of reasoning suggest 

alternative hypotheses: 

H2a: Purchase intentions will increase when both popularity cues and price discounts are  

        present, compared with when either is present. 

H2b: Purchase intentions will decrease when both popularity cues and price discounts are  
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        present, compared with when either is present. 

 

Study 1 Methodology 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether price discounts moderate the 

sales effect of popularity cues and to determine the direction if so. In order to investigate 

whether promoting a good as popular while simultaneously offering it at a price discount 

can be an effective strategy for targeted promotions, I examine consumer reactions to this 

combination without the additional factor of the medium through which consumers may 

be exposed to the combination. That is, I explore how popularity cues interact with price 

discounts to influence purchase intentions.  

 In my studies, participants are not informed that they might receive such a 

combined promotion on their mobile devices for two reasons. First, to date, marketers 

have not leveraged the two tactics of popularity cues and price discounts in combination 

much. As such, this research seeks to examine how these two tactics may interact in the 

first place, without the additional layer of medium (mobile). Second, this research 

procedure follows that of Hui, Inman, Huang, and Suher (2013), in which mobile 

promotions were never actually employed in their investigation of whether mobile 

promotions can increase in-store travel distance and overall basket purchases that result 

from unplanned spending. Rather, in their study Hui and colleagues employed the more 

traditional form of paper coupons to first investigate how targeted promotions that impact 

shopper path and purchases can be extended to mobile promotion strategies. For this 

reason, I investigate how popularity cues and price promotions interact without further 
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complicating this exploration by omitting the additional layer of the mobile medium. In 

addition, I selected products that marketers might promote to consumers using geo-fence 

technology, which operates as a virtual perimeter around a brick and mortar store (or 

food truck, in the case of a mobile store), that once breached, sends a mobile promotion 

to the consumer who breached the virtual perimeter, or entered the geo-fenced area. 

I describe the methods of this study and my findings below. 

 

Experimental Design 

 

One hundred ninety six American adults (99 women; Mage = 34.17 years, S.D. = 

11.55 years) recruited from an online panel through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 

participated in this study in exchange for a small monetary payment. (For the number of 

participants in each experimental condition, see Table 18). This study’s protocol was 

approved by Temple University’s Institutional Review Board and informed consent was 

obtained from study participants. This study features a 2 (popularity cue: present vs. 

absent) x 2 (price discount: present vs. absent) between-subjects design, in which 

participants were randomly assigned to conditions.  
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Table 18. Summary of Lab Experiment Participants per Condition in Sutdy 1 

(Waffle Food Truck) 

 
Discount (30% off) Control Total 

Popularity Condition 

   (percent of total) 
51 (26.0%) 49 (25.0%) 100 

Control Condition  

   (percent of total) 
53 (27.0%) 43 (21.9%) 96 

 

 

Procedure 

 

This study consists of two steps. The first step consisted of the popularity prime 

and the second step consisted of the discount prime. These steps were conducted in order. 

In step one, participants were asked about their opinion of a food truck. For the purpose 

of this study, I selected a real food truck that has been successfully operating in New 

York City. This experimental task thus approximates an advertising campaign of an 

actual food truck. 

I used the written description of the food truck to prime popularity, following Ma, 

Yang, and Mourali (2014). Participants in the popularity condition read “The Wafels & 

Dinges food truck has already established a presence in New York City. So far, people 

have been extremely positive about it. According to a recent survey, 9 out of 10 people 

would recommend it to others.” In the control condition, participants read “The Wafels & 

Dinges food truck has already established a presence in New York City. It will now serve 

people at a location near you and will continue to serve residents in New York City.” To 
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avoid confounds of description length, both descriptions were similar in length (39 words 

in the popularity condition vs. 35 words in the control condition). As a manipulation 

check of the popularity cue, following the scale used in Ma, Yang, and Mourali (2014), 

participants rated on five-point scales (1), how popular they expect Wafels & Dinges will 

be at a location near them, (2), how interested they believe other people will be in Wafels 

& Dinges, and (3) how many other people they believe would be willing to buy food 

from Wafels & Dinges (1 = “a few” and 7 = “a lot”). I averaged these three popularity 

items to create a single index for expected popularity ( = 0.89). (See Appendix I for the 

details of the primes used in this study). 

After reading the food truck description in step one, participants then saw an 

image of the food truck advertisement in step two. In step two, I used the advertisement 

message shown to manipulate discount presence. Participants in the discount condition 

saw an ad for waffles with the words “30% off Today!” Participants in the control 

condition saw an ad for waffles with the words “Try one Today!” In both conditions, 

participants saw an ad that featured a picture of the food truck, the food truck logo, and 

the words “Sweet or Savory Waffles.” See Figure 8 for images of the ad stimuli and 

Appendix I for the discount manipulations. As a manipulation check of the discount cue, 

participants rated on a 5-point scale how much they believed they could save money with 

the deal (“I can save money with this Wafels & Dinges deal,” 1 = “strongly disagree,” 5 

= “strongly agree”). 
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Figure 8. Lab Study 1 Stimuli (Waffle Food Truck) 

Treatment Condition: Price Discount of 30% off 

 

 

Control Condition: Control Message 

 

 

 

Key Measures 

 

Dependent Variable 

 

Purchase Intention. Following step one and two, participants were asked to 

complete measures of purchase intention. I measured purchase intention by averaging 

four five-point scale items (“I will try Wafels & Dinges,” “I am likely to buy food from 

Wafels and Dinges,” “I am likely to go to Wafels & Dinges in the future,” and “I am 
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likely to recommend Wafels & Dinges to my friends,” 1 = “strongly disagree,” and 5 = 

“strongly agree;”  = 0.95). (See Appendix J for details of the measures). 

 

Control Variables 

 

Price Consciousness. To control for price consciousness, I followed Dickerson 

and Gentry (1983) by asking participants to rate on five-point scales the extent to which 

the following statements reflected them: “I shop a lot for a special discount” and “I find 

myself checking the prices in the grocery store for even small items” (1 = “not at all like 

me” and 5 = “just like me”). I averaged these two price consciousness items to create a 

single index for price consciousness ( = 0.78). 

Participants were also asked to complete an attention check and questions related 

to demographic information (age and gender). Participants were then probed for 

suspicion and thanked.  

 

Results 

 

Purchase Intention as a Function of Popularity Cue Presence 

 

To test H1 regarding whether the presence of a popularity cue affects purchase 

intention, I conducted an ANOVA test on purchase intention with the popularity cue as 

the independent variable. The results reveal no effect of popularity cue presence on 

purchase intentions. Specifically, participants’ purchase intentions were higher, but not 
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significantly so, when the popularity cue was present compared with when it was absent 

(Mpopularity cue present = 3.64 vs. Mpopularity cue absent = 3.52); t(194) = 0.80, p > 0.10) (see Table 

19, Panel A). This result thus fails to support H1. It is possible that the popularity of a 

food item, which was the product used in the study, does not influence consumer 

purchase intentions as much as a non-edible product might, since consumers tend to have 

definite preferences for food. In contrast, popularity cues may have greater effects on 

purchase intention for items that are not based as much on subjective opinion and last for 

a longer time. 

 

Table 19. Lab Study 1 Results (Waffle Food Truck, N = 196) 

 

Panel A: Test of H1  

DV: Purchase Intention: Mean Results 

Popularity Cue 3.64 

No Popularity Cue 3.52 

   Mean Difference t(194) = 0.80, p > 0.10 

  

Discount Cue 3.55 

No Discount Cue 3.62 

   Mean Difference t(194) = 0.23, p > 0.10 

 

Panel B: Test of H2a & 2b 

DV: Purchase Intention: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 3.50 3.80 t(194) = 3.59, p < 0.10 

Control Condition 3.60 3.41 t(194) = 0.33, p > 0.10 

Notes. F-values are reported before the p-values. H1 concerns whether popularity 

cues alone boost purchase likelihood. H2a concerns whether popularity cues and 

price discounts together increase purchase likelihood. H2b concerns whether 

popularity cues and price discounts together decrease purchase likelihood. 
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Next, while I did not hypothesize the effects of a price discount on purchase 

intention, I nevertheless conducted an ANOVA test on purchase intention with the 

discount cue as the independent variable. The results reveal no effect of discount cue 

presence on purchase intentions. Specifically, participants’ purchase intentions were 

lower, but not significantly so, when the discount cue was present compared with when it 

was absent (Mdiscount cue present = 3.55 vs. Mdiscount cue absent = 3.62); t(194) = 0.23, p > 0.10) 

(see Table 19, Panel A). This result also suggests that the price promotion of a food item 

may not be enough to affect consumers’ purchase intentions. Again, this may be due to 

the nature of the promoted product: consumers may approach decisions about food 

differently than they do other products.  

 

Purchase Intention as a Function of the Interaction Between Popularity and Discount 

Cues 

 

Finally, in order to test H2 and see whether differences arise across the four 

experimental conditions, I conducted an ANOVA test on purchase intention with the 

popularity cue, the discount cue, and their interaction as independent variables. The 

results again reveal no main effect of either the popularity manipulation (F(1, 194) = 

0.980, p > 0.10), or the discount manipulation (F(1,194) = 0.157, p > 0.10). Again, this 

may be due to the nature of the promoted item: a single item, such as waffles, sold from a 

food truck, may not benefit from popularity or discount cues in terms of consumer 

purchase intention as much as a restaurant might, whose food selection is greater and 

whose consumer experience includes service and ambience. 
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When testing the interaction between price discounts and popularity cues, 

however, the results reveal a significant interaction between these two factors (F(1, 194) 

= 3.15, p < 0.10). 

Specifically, in the popularity condition, participants’ purchase intentions were 

significantly greater when they were not offered a discount than when they were offered a 

discount (Mno discount = 3.80 vs. Mdiscount = 3.50); t(194) = 3.59, p < 0.10). This interaction 

was significant even when controlling for all other covariates (F(1,194) = 1.302, p < 

0.10) (see Table 19, Panel B, and Figure 9), thereby supporting failing to support H2a but 

supporting H2b, in the sense that combining popularity cues and price discounts can 

reduce consumer purchase intentions. Neither price consciousness, age, nor gender were 

significant (all ps > 0.10). That is, even when controlling for covariates that may 

potentially drive the effect, participants’ purchase intentions remained significantly 

greater when they were not offered a discount than when they were offered a discount. 

Thus, the interaction of popularity cues and price discounts appears to decrease 

consumers’ purchase intentions. This finding supports the notion that the presence of 

both cues may give consumers cause for concern, thereby dampening their purchase 

intentions. 
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Figure 9. Purchase Intention as a Function of Popularity Cues and Price Discounts 

in Lab Study 1 (Waffle Food Truck) 

 

  

No differences arose in the control condition between participants who were not 

offered a discount versus those who were (Mno discount = 3.60 vs. Mdiscount = 3.41); t(194) = 

0.33, p > 0.10; see Table 19, Panel B, and Figure 9). 

 

Discussion 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate how popularity cues and price 

promotions interact to influence purchase intentions. The results suggest that combining 

these two promotional tactics may act to reduce consumers’ overall purchase intentions. 

That is, participants appeared more likely to try the food truck when it was touted as 

popular, but without a price discount, compared with when it was touted as popular, with 
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a price discount. This may suggest that people are not used to seeing a discount and 

popularity cue together, and thus may refrain from making a purchase due to an increase 

in suspicion about why the two promotion tactics would be combined.  

It is possible that this study partially failed to support the hypotheses because the 

average price for food truck food is so low as to not produce differences in consumer 

purchase intentions regarding a price discount, even though participants were not told 

what the price of a food item was. Thus, there may be a product effect that drives 

consumer reactions to combining popularity cues with price discounts, in that such a 

combination may work for some products, but not for others. In addition, the word waffle 

was spelled the German way on the logo that participants saw, and not the American 

way, which may have aroused suspicion. It is also possible that participants experienced a 

type of overload in which they were asked to evaluate a food truck, which for some is an 

atypical choice of dining establishment, that was also presented as being both popular and 

at a discount.  

In addition, for many people outside of cities, food trucks are not common and 

thus may even be unheard of or untrusted by some people. Moreover, only recently have 

online reviews (i.e., Yelp) even begun producing reviews for establishments that may 

operate in several different locations, such as a food truck (i.e., Monday on a college 

campus, Tuesday in the financial district of the city, etc.), compared with more traditional 

brick-and-mortar food establishments. Thus, future work may examine whether these 

differences will produce differences in purchase intention relative to combining price 

discounts with popularity cues in order to help inform managers about whether to 

combine these two marketing strategies or not. 
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Study 2 Methodology 

 

To see whether a different manipulation of popularity would produce different 

results, I conducted a second study. The purpose of this second study remained similar to 

that of the first study: to investigate whether price discounts moderate the sales effect of 

popularity cues. At the same time, Study 2 differed from Study 1 in a four key aspects. 

First, whereas in Study 1 the popularity cue was presented in the form of a 

description about the product and referenced how many people would recommend the 

product to others, in Study 2 popularity was manipulated in the (online) image of the 

product itself, via the words “best seller.” 

Second, Study 2 also explored several different dependent variables in order to 

develop a better sense of how consumers may react to the combination of popularity cues 

with price discounts. This is important since consumers may be less inclined to purchase 

a higher-ticket item on impulse such as an instant coffee machine compared with a meal 

from a food truck, and so the results may be driven by the difference in price between the 

two products. Thus, attempting to determine whether consumers may nevertheless 

perceive the price to be fair, anticipate satisfaction were they to purchase the coffee 

machine, or recommend the coffee machine to others may help avoid the potential 

confound of price on purchase intention and shed more light on how popularity cues and 

price discounts may affect consumer attitudes overall, in terms of different attitudes, 

beyond behaviors.  

The third way in which Study 2 differed from Study 1 was in assessing consumer 

affinity for the promoted product in the first place. More specifically, in Study 1 the 
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promoted product was for waffles from a food truck. It is possible that study participants 

do not like waffles in general, or food trucks. Thus, Study 2 attempted to select a product 

with potentially wider appeal –that of an instant coffee machine –and also asked 

participants about their liking of coffee, instant coffee machines, and Keurig machines in 

general.  

Finally, the fourth way in which Study 2 differed from Study 1 is in how the 

discount and popularity cues are presented. Specifically, whereas in Study 1 participants 

were exposed to the popularity cue in the description of the product, and were then shown 

an advertisement for the product which included the discount cue, participants in Study 2 

saw both cues simultaneously in the image of the product ad. I describe the methods of 

this study and findings below. 

 

Experimental Design 

 

One hundred twenty five American adults (55 women; Mage = 36.42 years, S.D. = 

12.23 years) recruited from an online panel through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 

participated in this study in exchange for a small monetary payment. (For the number of 

participants in each experimental condition, see Table 20). This study’s protocol was 

approved by Temple University’s Institutional Review Board and informed consent was 

obtained from study participants. Similar to Study 1, Study 2 features a 2 (popularity cue: 

present vs. absent) x 2 (price discount: present vs. absent) between-subjects design, in 

which participants were randomly assigned to conditions.  
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Table 20. Summary of Lab Experiment Participants per Condition in Study 2 

(Keurig Coffee Machine, N = 125) 

 
Discount (10% off) Control Total 

Popularity Condition 

   (percent of total) 
32 (25.6%) 32 (25.6%) 64 

Control Condition  

   (percent of total) 
30 (24.0%) 31 (24.8%) 61 

 

 

Procedure 

 

This study consisted of one step, that of the popularity and discount prime. 

Participants were asked about their opinion of a Keurig instant coffee machine. For the 

purpose of this study, I selected an instant coffee machine because many people are 

familiar with it and use it at work or home. This experimental task thus approximates the 

experience of shopping online for a personal instant coffee machine. 

I used the words “best seller” to prime popularity, following the practice of many 

online retail shopping sites. Participants in the popularity condition thus saw “best seller” 

in the image of the coffee machine they were asked to evaluate. In the control condition, 

participants did not see any mention of “best seller” in the image. To avoid confounds of 

product description length, both descriptions were identical in each coffee machine image 

with respect to length. The only difference between the two popularity conditions was the 

presence of the “best seller” words. As a manipulation check of the popularity cue, 

following Ma, Yang, and Mourali (2014), participants rated on five-point scales (1), how 
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popular they expect this coffee machine will be, and (2), how interested they believe 

other people will be in this coffee machine (1 = “not at all” and 5 = “very much”). I 

averaged these two popularity items to create a single index for expected popularity ( = 

0.76). 

To manipulate discount presence, the image also showed either whether the coffee 

machine was for a discount or not. Thus, participants in the discount condition saw that 

the coffee machine was “Now 10% off!” Participants in the control condition did not see 

such a discount. In both conditions, participants saw an ad that featured a picture of the 

coffee machine, along with the description of the coffee machine that read: “To brew a 

perfect cup of coffee, tea, hot cocoa, or iced beverage in under three minutes, simply pour 

fresh water into the reservoir and insert your K-cup. Comes with an Auto Off feature 

after each brew.” See Appendix K for images of each ad stimuli. As a manipulation 

check of the discount cue, participants rated on a 5-point scale how much they believed 

they could save money with this coffee machine deal (“I believe I can save money with 

this coffee machine deal,” 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). 

 

Key Measures 

 

Dependent Variables 

 

Following the above step in which participants were shown an image of an instant 

coffee machine, participants were asked to complete measures of several different 

dependent variables along 7-point scale items. Participants were asked about their 
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purchase intent (“How likely would you be to purchase this coffee machine?” 1 = “not at 

all likely,” and 7 = “very likely”); their anticipated satisfaction (“How satisfied would 

you be if you were to purchase this coffee machine?” 1 = “not at all satisfied,” and 7 = 

“very satisfied”); their perception of price fairness (“If you purchase this coffee machine, 

how fair would you perceive the price to be?” 1 = “not at all fair,” and 7 = “very fair”); 

and their recommendation likelihood (“If you purchase this coffee machine, how likely 

would you be to recommend it to others?” 1 = “not at all likely,” and 7 = “very likely”). 

(See Appendix L for details of the measures). 

 

Control Variables 

 

Price Consciousness. To control for price consciousness, I followed Dickerson 

and Gentry (1983) by asking participants to rate on five-point scales the extent to which 

they agreed with the statements “I shop a lot for a special discount” and “I find myself 

checking the prices in the grocery store for even small items” (1 = “strongly disagree,” 

and 5 = “strongly agree”). I averaged these two price consciousness items to create a 

single index for price consciousness ( = 0.57). 

Coffee Affinity. To control for whether participants liked coffee, liked coffee 

machines, and liked the Keurig coffee machine, I asked participants to answer the 

following questions: “How do you feel about coffee?”, “How do you feel about instant 

coffee machines?”, and “How do you feel about this coffee machine overall?” (1 = 

“dislike extremely,” and 5 = “like extremely”). 
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Participants were also asked to complete an attention check and questions related 

to demographic information (age and gender). Participants were then probed for 

suspicion and thanked. 

 

Results 

 

Purchase Intention as a Function of Popularity Cue Presence 

 

To test H1 regarding whether the presence of a popularity cue affects purchase 

intention, I conducted an ANOVA test on purchase intention with the popularity cue as 

the independent variable. The results reveal no effect of popularity cue presence on 

purchase intention. Specifically, participants’ purchase intention was lower, but not 

significantly so, when the popularity cue was present compared with when it was absent 

(Mpopularity cue present = 3.95 vs. Mpopularity cue absent = 4.20); t(123) = 0.41, p > 0.10) (see Table 

21, Panel A). This result thus fails to support H1. It is possible that the general popularity 

of Keurig machines may erase the effect of the popularity cue itself, since it may not 

provide consumers with information that they did not already know. 
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Table 21. Study 2 Results (Keurig Coffee Machine, N = 125)  

 

Panel A: Test of H1  

DV: Purchase Intention: Mean Results 

Popularity Cue 3.95 

No Popularity Cue 4.20 

   Mean Difference t(123) = 0.41, p > 0.10 

  

Discount Cue 4.10 

No Discount Cue 4.05 

   Mean Difference t(123) = 0.02, p > 0.10 

 

Panel B: Test of H2a & 2b 

DV: Purchase Intention: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 3.81 4.10 t(123) = 0.28, p > 0.10 

Control Condition 4.40 4.00 t(123) = 0.46, p > 0.10 

Notes. F-values are reported before the p-values. H1 concerns whether popularity 

cues alone boost purchase likelihood. H2a concerns whether popularity cues and price 

discounts together increase purchase likelihood. H2b concerns whether popularity 

cues and price discounts together decrease purchase likelihood. 
 

 

Also, while I did not hypothesize the effects of a price discount on purchase 

intention, I conducted an ANOVA test on purchase intention with the discount cue as the 

independent variable. The results reveal no effect of discount cue presence on purchase 

intention. Specifically, participants’ purchase intention was higher, but not significantly 

so, when the discount cue was present compared with when it was absent (Mdiscount cue 

present = 4.10 vs. Mdiscount cue absent = 4.05); t(123) = 0.02, p > 0.10) (see Table 21, Panel A). 

This result also suggests that relative to the Keurig coffee machine, consumer purchase 

intention does not change, regardless of whether it is at a discount or not. 
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Purchase Intention as a Function of the Interaction Between Popularity and Discount 

Cues 

 

Again, in order to test H2 and see whether differences between participants arise 

across the four experimental conditions, I conducted an ANOVA test on purchase 

intention with the popularity cue, the discount cue, and their interaction as independent 

variables. The results again reveal no main effect of the popularity manipulation (F(1, 

123) = 0.421, p > 0.10), or the discount manipulation (F(1,123) = 0.024, p > 0.10). Also, 

there was no significant interaction between these two factors (F(1, 123) = 0.802, p > 

0.10; see Table 21, Panel B). 

Specifically, in the bestseller condition, participants’ purchase intentions were 

lower, although not significantly, when they were offered a discount than when they were 

not offered a discount (Mdiscount = 3.81 vs. Mno discount = 4.10); t(123) = 0.28, p > 0.10). 

Also, no significant differences arose in the control condition between participants who 

were offered a discount versus those who were not (Mdiscount = 4.40 vs. Mno discount = 4.00); 

t(123) = 0.46, p > 0.10; see Table 21 and Figure 10). These results fail to support H2 in 

that combining popularity cues with price discounts does not appear to either increase or 

decrease consumers’ purchase intention. 
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Figure 10. Purchase Intention as a Function of Popularity Cues and Price Disocunts 

in Lab Study 2 (Keurig Coffee Machine) 

 

 

 

 

Price Fairness as a Function of Popularity Cue Presence 

 

Recall that in Study 2, I tested several dependent variables in order to get a better 

idea of consumer attitudes regarding the combination of popularity cues with price 

discounts beyond the behavior-based one of purchase intention. Thus, to test H1 regarding 

whether the presence of a popularity cue affects price fairness, as one of the dependent 

variables of interest, I conducted an ANOVA test on price fairness with the popularity 

cue as the independent variable. The results reveal no effect of popularity cue presence 

on price fairness. Specifically, participants’ perceived price fairness was higher, but not 

significantly so, when the popularity cue was present compared with when it was absent 
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(Mpopularity cue present = 5.30 vs. Mpopularity cue absent = 5.10); t(123) = 0.37, p > 0.10) (see Table 

22, Panel A). 

 

Table 22. Study 2 Results (Keurig Coffee Machine, N = 125) 

 

Panel A:(Main Effects) 

DV: Price Fairness: Mean Results 

Popularity Cue 5.30 

No Popularity Cue 5.10 

   Mean Difference t(123) = 0.37, p > 0.10 

  

Discount Cue 5.27 

No Discount Cue 5.10 

   Mean Difference t(123) = 0.42, p > 0.10 

 

Panel B: (Interaction Effects) 

DV: Price Fairness: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 5.59 4.94 t(123) = 4.94, p < 0.10 

Control Condition 4.93 5.26 t(123) = 0.69, p > 0.10 

Notes. F-values are reported before the p-values. The main effects concern whether 

popularity cues alone boost perceived price fairness. H2a concerns whether 

popularity cues and price discounts together increase perceived price fairness. H2b 

concerns whether popularity cues and price discounts together decrease perceived 

price fairness. 

 

 

Also, while I did not hypothesize the effects of a price discount on perceived price 

fairness, I nevertheless conducted an ANOVA test on perceived price fairness with the 

discount cue as the independent variable. The results reveal no effect of discount cue 

presence on perceived price fairness. Specifically, participants’ perceived price fairness 

was higher, but not significantly so, when the discount cue was present compared with 
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when it was absent (Mdiscount cue present = 5.27 vs. Mdiscount cue absent = 5.10); t(123) = 0.42, p > 

0.10) (see Table 22, Panel A). This result also suggests that relative to the Keurig coffee 

machine, consumers may perceive the price to already be fair, regardless of whether it is 

at a discount or not. 

 

Price Fairness as a Function of the Interaction Between Popularity and Discount Cues 

 

Again, in order to test H2 and see whether differences between participants arise 

across the four experimental conditions, I conducted an ANOVA test on perceived price 

fairness with the popularity cue, the discount cue, and their interaction as independent 

variables. The results reveal no main effect of the popularity manipulation (F(1, 123) = 

0.382, p > 0.10), or the discount manipulation (F(1,123) = 0.364, p > 0.10). However, 

there was a significant interaction between these two factors (F(1, 123) = 3.185, p < 

0.10). 

Specifically, in the bestseller (popularity cue) condition, participants’ perceptions 

of price fairness were significantly greater when they were offered a discount than when 

they were not offered a discount (Mdiscount = 5.59 vs. Mno discount = 4.9); t(123) = 4.94, p < 

0.10). This interaction was significant even when controlling for all other covariates 

(F(1,123) = 4.53, p < 0.05). No differences arose in the control condition between 

participants who were offered a discount versus those who were not (Mdiscount = 4.93 vs. 

Mno discount = 5.26); t(123) = 0.69, p > 0.10; see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Perceived Fairness as a Function of Popularity Cues and Price Discounts 

in Lab Study 2 (Keurig Coffee Machine) 

 

 

 

As expected, participants’ affinity for coffee (F(1,123) = 3.301, p < 0.10) instant 

coffee machines (F(1,123) = 4.536, p < 0.05), and the Keurig machine (F(1,123) = 

416.670, p < 0.01) were significant. More specifically, participants who saw a coffee 

machine that was a bestseller and at a discount reported a lower affinity for coffee than 

those who did not, although this difference was not significant. Yet, when participants did 

not see a bestseller coffee machine, they reported a significantly higher affinity for it 

when it was at a discount compared to when it was not (See Appendix M). In addition, 

participants who did not see a bestseller cue reported a significantly higher affinity for 

instant coffee machines when they were at a discount compared with when they were not. 
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These results suggest that consumer affinity for the product may be driving the results. 

Also, age was significant (F(1,123) = 5.97, p < 0.05).  Neither price consciousness nor 

gender was significant (all ps > 0.10). 

 

Anticipated Satisfaction or Likelihood to Recommend as a Function of Popularity Cue 

Presence 

 

To test H1 again regarding whether the presence of a popularity cue affects 

anticipated satisfaction, I conducted an ANOVA test on anticipated satisfaction with the 

popularity cue as the independent variable. The results reveal no effect of popularity cue 

presence on anticipated satisfaction. Also, while I did not hypothesize the effects of a 

price discount on anticipated satisfaction, I nevertheless conducted an ANOVA test on 

anticipated satisfaction with the discount cue as the independent variable. The results 

reveal no effect of discount cue presence on anticipated satisfaction. I repeated these 

steps using likelihood to recommend as the dependent variable and found no results for 

either the popularity cue or the discount cue. (See Appendix M).  

 

Discussion 

 

The purpose of Study 2 was to investigate how popularity cues and price 

promotions interact to influence purchase intentions. Study 2 builds on Study 1 by using 

a different manipulation for popularity. Specifically, Study 2 employed the words “best 

seller” to manipulate popularity. Study 2 also explored additional effects of how 
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popularity cues and price promotions may interact to influence consumers regarding their 

perceptions of price fairness, anticipated satisfaction, and likelihood to recommend the 

product to others, in addition to purchase intentions. Similar to Study 1, the results 

suggest that combining these two promotional tactics is not straightforward. When 

participants saw that the coffee machine was a bestseller one, they were significantly 

more likely to perceive that the price was fair when it was for a discount than when it was 

not offered with a discount. The results of this study add to those of Study 1 by 

suggesting that perceptions of price fairness may possibly play a role in how consumers 

react to the combination of popularity cues and price discounts (see Table 23). 

 

Table 23. Summary of Hypothesis Testing 

 Supported? 

 Study 1 

(Waffle Food Truck) 
Study 2 

(Keurig Coffee Machine) 

H1: Purchase intentions will be  

       greater when popularity cues  

       are present compared with when  

       popularity cues are absent 

 

No No 

H2a: Purchase intentions will  

        increase when both popularity   

        cues and price discounts are   

        present, compared with when  

        either is present 

 

No No 

H2b: Purchase intentions will  

        decrease when both popularity  

        cues and price discounts are  

        present, compared with when  

        either is present 

 

Yes No 
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Several reasons may explain why these results failed to support my hypotheses. 

For example, whereas in Study 1 the description that consumers read in which popularity 

was manipulated by the presence of the popularity cue (i.e., 9 out of 10 people would 

recommend the product), and had either the popularity cue or a neutral cue, Study 2 did 

not. More specifically, in Study 2, participants either saw that the instant coffee machine 

was a bestseller, or they did not see any such words. Thus, it is possible that the absence 

of neutral cues may affect the results. Future studies may consider using both a neutral 

cue and a popularity cue in order to rule out this potential confound.  

Also, it is possible that the words “best seller” imply good value for a consumers’ 

money, and hence a reasonable price for the product. In contrast, the words “popular” 

may imply a fad that is overpriced or fades over time. Indeed, different online retailers 

use different ranking mechanisms to portray what is “popular,” “top,” or “bestselling.” 

That is, bestselling may imply bestselling of all time at one online retailer, while it may 

imply bestselling for that particular day at another retailer. This suggests that future 

research may explore whether different cues of popularity, holding all else equal, may 

generate differences in consumer attitudes and behaviors. 

Moreover, it is possible that a coffee machine, which lasts longer than other 

products, may comprise a higher involvement product for consumers, compared with 

other products. If so, again, it is possible that combining popularity cues with price 

discounts may work for some products, but not for others. Future work may investigate 

these potential differences. 

Another reason for the difference between these lab study results and those found 

in the field may be due to the medium itself. Specifically, the small screen sizes that are 
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characteristic of mobile phones may render a popularity cue more salient compared with 

when the same cue is presented in online or print contexts. This saliency notion of 

exposure medium is echoed in Ghose, Goldfarb, and Han’s (2013) study of internet 

browsing behavior, in which they find that higher-ranked search results are more likely to 

be clicked on when accessed through a mobile device than through a personal computer 

due to the higher search costs that accompany the smaller screen sizes of mobile phones. 

The implications of these search costs for mobile promotions are that certain cues, such 

as popularity cues, may render the appeal of the promotion more salient for consumers 

when accessed on a mobile device than through print or online mediums. Thus, future 

research may investigate whether the mobile platform itself may affect consumer 

purchase intentions for targeted promotions differently regarding the combination of 

price discounts and popularity cues. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This research reviewed the influence of popularity cues and price discounts on 

consumer purchase decisions. The goal of this research was to investigate how combining 

popularity cues with price discounts may affect purchase intention. This is an important 

question since marketers have employed each of these tactics in isolation, but have only 

just begun to employ them in combination. More specifically, in today’s age of mobile 

technology, marketers are reaching consumers more and more through mobile phones. In 

order to deliver value to consumers via such mobile promotions, marketers have been 

offering price promotions. At the same time, consumers primarily use their mobile 
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phones to connect with others. This social nature of mobile suggests that marketers may 

consider emphasizing the social value of a purchase in their messages to consumers, 

especially as such cues may be more salient for consumers when presented on mobile 

devices compared with online or print contexts.  

Regarding the potency of popularity cues, people may be drawn to purchase 

popular products in order to facilitate socialization with others who have also consumed 

that product. This is because consuming a product that others also consume can provide 

conversation fodder, thereby enabling people to connect to one another over common 

consumption. For example, the words “best seller” or “popular” imply that other 

consumers are using the promoted product, which in turn may generate conversation over 

the common consumption, such as which instant coffee machine a consumer is using for 

personal use. In this sense, products that are popular suggests a greater likelihood that 

others, too, will have also experienced that product or service, which in turn may further 

encourage a focal consumer to purchase it. Yet, because mobile promotions tend to offer 

consumers price discounts, marketers may be tempted to combine cues of popularity with 

price discounts to further incentivize consumer purchases. Thus, the goal of this research 

was to investigate whether combining popularity cues and price discounts is a viable 

strategy. 

The results from two lab studies reveal interesting effects. More specifically, 

managers may be tempted to combine cues of popularity with price discounts. The 

intuition may be that a discount is the necessary trigger for consumers contemplating the 

purchase of a popular item. However, this may not be the most optimal strategy for 

garnering purchases, since the lab study reveals that consumer purchase intentions may 
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actually decrease when the two tactics are combined. Managers should thus be cautious 

when consider combining these two promotional tactics in designing mobile marketing 

campaigns.  

The limitations of these studies provide several avenues for future research. For 

example, these studies were conducted using student and online panels, in which attitude 

and behaviors were self-reported. More importantly, the studies attempted to first 

investigate how popularity cues and price discounts may interact to affect consumer 

purchase decisions. As such, they did not incorporate or examine the additional layer of 

the mobile medium, which may produce different results. Specifically, consumers may be 

more attentive to the signal of social value that a popularity cue can emit when presented 

through mobile promotions on a mobile device, since search costs for alternatives are 

higher on mobile devices than in online or print contexts due to the small screen size of 

mobile devices. Future studies may thus seek to determine whether price discounts and 

popularity cues lead to differences in actual consumer behaviors through field 

experiments using real offers, actual consumers, real products, and mobile devices. In 

addition, these studies were conducted through online surveys. Future work may 

investigate how consumer behaviors may differ when receiving targeted promotions on 

their personal mobile phones.  

In conclusion, this work is an initial step towards reviewing potential social 

triggers of consumption that may influence consumer purchase decisions.  Future work 

may investigate how these decisions change with the desire for social connections when 

such connections are primarily physical, virtual, or both, especially as more promotions 

will be sent and searched for over mobile phones. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

Overall, this research proffers significant consumer insights into mobile targeting 

strategies. My findings offer important implications to both marketing theory and 

practice. Theoretically, my findings contribute to the understanding of how consumers 

react to crowding. The consumer behavior literature demonstrates how consumers react 

to such environmental conditions. Crowded environments can trigger nervousness, 

negative attitudes towards retail stores, and avoidance behaviors in shoppers (Hui and 

Bateson 1991; Maeng, Tanner, and Soman 2013; Harrel, Hutt, and Anderson 1980). 

These studies have largely shown negative effects of crowding. Yet, I find that targeting 

consumers in crowded conditions with mobile promotions may provide a welcome relief, 

thereby revealing a positive effect of crowding on mobile ads. I explain that because 

consumers may adapt to crowded environments by turning inwards to filter out the 

physical and social inputs from their surroundings, in today’s day and age of mobile 

ubiquity they may accomplish this by immersing themselves in the private world of their 

personal mobile phone. As such, consumer response to mobile messages may increase 

when consumers are in more crowded environments than when they are in less crowded 

ones. 

In addition, my findings contribute to the understanding of how marketing 

messages may influence consumer purchase decisions. Literature has demonstrated how 

message frames can influence the persuasiveness of the message (Block and Keller 1995; 

McGraw and Tetlock 2005; Maheswaran and Meyers-Levy 1990). My finding extends 
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these studies by demonstrating how framing a message with social cues of consumption, 

such as including a catchphrase or a popularity cue in a message, can potentially boost 

purchase likelihood. This is because consumers still use mobile phones primarily to 

communicate with others.  

This social dimension of mobile phones, and of consumers’ desire to consumer 

what others are also consuming, suggests that mobile marketers must better understand 

the social motivations that drive consumer purchases. More specifically, my research 

shows that including a catchphrase in a mobile promotion for an entertainment product 

boosts purchase likelihood significantly more than including the title or description of the 

promoted product. This is likely because a catchphrase helps consumers transcend the 

informative ad to consider the social value of consuming the promoted entertainment 

product, thereby increasing their purchase likelihood.  

In addition, I demonstrate that while mobile marketers may be tempted to 

combine social cues of consumption, such as popularity cues, with the traditional price 

discounts they offer in mobile promotions, doing so may be complicated and in some 

cases may even backfire. Specifically, because consumers may not be used to seeing both 

promotion tactics in combination, they may become suspicious of marketer motives and 

thereby refrain from making a purchase, even more so than if either tactic were employed 

in isolation. 

Managerially, my findings urge mobile marketers to heed the environmental 

contexts in which consumers are when they receive mobile messages. For example, when 

consumers are in a crowded situation, they may be more inclined to consider a mobile 

message. However, marketers should understand that not all crowded contexts are equal. 
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Consumers in a crowded restaurant or entertainment venue may be there with social 

others, and focused on an activity (dinning, consuming), and so may not welcome a 

mobile message as much.  

The findings of my studies also suggest that mobile marketers understand and 

leverage the social motivations of consumers in purchase decisions. That is, consumers 

may be persuaded to purchase a product if they are provided cues of how consumption 

may extend beyond the product or service itself into the social life of the consumer. For 

this reason, mobile marketers may consider including a popular catchphrase in their 

message when appropriate, or other cues of popularity, in order to boost the effectiveness 

of their targeted mobile marketing promotions. 

Given the rapid growth in the number of smartphone users today, future research 

could investigate how these findings apply to different contexts. For instance, many 

consumers move seamlessly across devices such as laptops, TVs, tablets, and mobiles. 

Whether these findings change across devices will be interesting for mobile marketers to 

know and leverage. More importantly, a recent report conducted by the International 

Telecommunication Union reveals that over 90% of the world’s population lives near a 

mobile network; that is, most people live at least “within range of a 2G signal” 

(Internet.org 2014). Moreover, some consumers are leapfrogging technology, preferring 

mobiles and smartphones as their primary means of internet connectivity over traditional 

desktops and laptops. Mobile is quickly replacing desktop as the primary tool with which 

consumers connect to others, search for information, and consume content. This state of 

the current and future consumer suggests that mobile marketing strategies must change in 

order to keep pace with the increasingly mobile consumer.  
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In summary, this dissertation provides an initial step towards documenting the 

contextual and social factors that influence consumer receptivity to mobile promotions. I 

hope these findings spur future research on this emerging and critically important topic of 

the consumer in the mobile space. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

ESSAY 1: HISTOGRAM OF MOBILE USAGE BEHAVIORS 

 

 

A1: Histogram of ARPU (Monthly Bill) 

 
 

 

 

A2: Histogram of MOU (Monthly Call Time) 
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APPENDIX A 

 

ESSAY 1: HISTOGRAM OF MOBILE USAGE BEHAVIORS, CONTINUED 

 

 

A3: Histogram of SMS (Monthly Texts) 

 
 

 

A4: Histogram of GPRS (Monthly Data) 
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APPENDIX B 

 

ESSAY 1: FOLLOW-UP TELEPHONE SURVEY ITEMS 

 

The wireless provider’s customer service call-center conducted the telephone 

survey. The survey was conducted on the day after the field experiments. I selected the 

following day because the field experiments were completed after 22:00 at night, 

rendering it too late to call respondents. To avoid demand effects, the survey was 

presented under the guise of a customer satisfaction survey intended to assess satisfaction 

with the subway wireless signal.  

Before answering the survey questions, mobile users were asked to think back to 

when they received and purchased the SMS on the subway the preceding day in order to 

remind them of the crowdedness they experienced. Respondents were asked to confirm 

whether they had received the promotional SMS while in the subway and whether they 

had read and replied (or not) to it while in the subway. 
 

Mobile immersion (adapted from Burger 1995) 
When surrounded by a lot of people in the subway, I am usually eager to get away by 

myself. 

During a subway ride, I would like to spend the time quietly. 

 

Social mimicry (Tanner et al. 2008) 
When I see others looking at their mobiles, I usually look at my own mobile. 

 

Passing down time 
I prefer to pass down time by fiddling with my mobile phone in the subway car. 

 

Social anxiety (Fenigstein et al. 1975) 
Large groups in the subway make me nervous. 

During the subway ride, it is embarrassing to look at strangers. 

 

Show off (Richins and Dawson 1992) 
I like my cellular phone to be noticed by other people.  

 

Mobile involvement (Olsen 2007, Warrington and Shim 2000) 
In the subway, I am involved with my cellphone.  

I pay attention to incoming SMSs during the subway ride. 
 

Deal proneness (Lichtenstein et al. 1995)  
Beyond the money I save, buying products that offer a rebate gives me a sense of joy.  

 

Price consciousness (Dickerson and Gentry 1983) 
I find myself checking the prices in the grocery store even for small items. 

 

Prevention focus (Maeng et al. 2013) 

On average, I try to avoid missing calls. 
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APPENDIX C 

 

ESSAY 2: FIRST MANIPULATIONS USED IN LAB STUDY 
 

Priming in Catchphrase Condition Priming in Control Condition 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of a 

mobile advertisement. An example of a 

mobile advertisement would be if you 

receive a text message about a sale from 

your favorite store. The mobile 

advertisement we are interested in your 

feedback on is about a TV show. Because 

more and more people are watching TV 

shows on their smartphones, TV networks 

now advertise TV shows directly to 

smartphone owners. 

 

The mobile advertisement you will 

evaluate is for a situation comedy that has 

been airing in Canada and will now be 

available for watching on smartphones in 

the U.S. The show is titled Politics 101, 

and follows the lives of a coach, a 

professor, and a secretary who all work at 

the local university. The differences 

between their athleticism, intellect, and 

social skills are humorous.  

 

For example, in one episode, Paul (the 

secretary) finds out where Coach James got 

the money for his team’s new equipment. 

Coach James cannot believe that Paul 

found out, and asks himself incredulously 

“how did he know that!?” 

 

In another episode, when the team’s bus 

breaks down, Coach James has his players 

take taxis to their game. Professor Linda 

sees the team leaving campus in taxis and 

mentions to Paul how funny it looked. 

After Paul confronts Coach James about it, 

Coach James wonders “how did he know 

that!?” out loud. 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of a 

mobile advertisement. An example of a 

mobile advertisement would be if you 

receive a text message about a sale from 

your favorite store. The mobile 

advertisement we are interested in your 

feedback on is about a TV show. Because 

more and more people are watching TV 

shows on their smartphones, TV networks 

now advertise TV shows directly to 

smartphone owners. 

 

The mobile advertisement you will 

evaluate is for a situation comedy that has 

been airing in Canada and will now be 

available for watching on smartphones in 

the U.S. The show is titled Politics 101, 

and follows the lives of a coach, a 

professor, and a secretary who all work at 

the local university. The differences 

between their athleticism, intellect, and 

social skills are humorous.  

 

For example, in one episode, Paul (the 

secretary) finds out where Coach James got 

the money for his team’s new equipment. 

Coach James cannot believe that Paul 

found out, and asks himself incredulously 

“who told him that!?”  

 

In another episode, when the team’s bus 

breaks down, Coach James has his players 

take taxis to their game. Professor Linda 

sees the team leaving campus in taxis and 

mentions to Paul how funny it looked. 

After Paul confronts Coach James about it, 

Coach James wonders “was he at the 

game?” out loud. 
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ESSAY 2: FIRST MANIPULATIONS USED IN LAB STUDY, CONTINUED 
 

 

In yet another episode, Professor Linda 

informs Paul that Coach James will be 

asking for more tutors for his athletes, 

since the school was recently given money. 

Since Paul had tried to keep the news about 

the money quiet, he mutters in disbelief 

“how did he know that!?” 

 

In yet another episode, Professor Linda 

informs Paul that Coach James will be 

asking for more tutors for his athletes, 

since the school was recently given money. 

Since Paul had tried to keep the news about 

the money quiet, he mutters in disbelief 

“who does he talk to?” 
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ESSAY 2: SECOND MANIPULATIONS USED IN LAB STUDY 
 

Priming in Mobile Ad Condition Priming in Control Ad Condition 

 

Before sending mobile advertisements for 

this new show to smartphones, the network 

plans to first show ads on TV with clips 

from the Taxi episode featuring Coach 

James asking himself “how did he know 

that?!” Then, after 2 weeks of TV 

advertisements, the network will send 

mobile advertisements about the show to 

smartphone owners. 

 

The following is an example of the mobile 

advertisement the network is planning to 

send. 

 

 

 

Before sending mobile advertisements for 

this new show to smartphones, the network 

plans to first show ads on TV with clips 

from the Taxi episode featuring Coach 

James asking himself “how did he know 

that?!” Then, after 2 weeks of TV 

advertisements, the network will send 

mobile advertisements about the show to 

smartphone owners. 

 

The following is an example of the mobile 

advertisement the network is planning to 

send. 
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APPENDIX E 

 

ESSAY 2: MEASURES USED IN LAB STUDY 

 

Persuasion and Purchase Intention Measures: 

 

Please rate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements (1 = 

strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree): 

 

This message is persuasive. 1  2  3  4  5  

This message is convincing. 1  2  3  4  5 

I am likely to buy this show for my smartphone today. 1  2  3  4  5 

I would purchase this show to watch on my smartphone today. 1  2  3  4  5 

 

 

Mediation Measure: 

 

How connected would you feel to others you believe would also watch this show? I 

would feel: (1 = more disconnected, 7 = more connected). 

 

 

Independent and Control Measures:  

 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements (1 

= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree): 

 

In general, I like feeling connected to others. 1  2  3  4  5  

I like to feel united with others. 1  2  3  4  5 

I feel like I know popular culture when I use a quote or understand its 

meaning. 

1  2  3  4  5 

I watch TV shows that I can discuss with other people. 1  2  3  4  5 

I generally enjoy feeling like I fit in. 1  2  3  4  5 

I imagine myself joking with others by using a quote from this TV show. 1  2  3  4  5 

I feel good when I quote a TV show. 1  2  3  4  5 
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ESSAY 2: MEASURES USED IN LAB STUDY, CONTINUED 

 

 

Susceptibility to Interpersonal Influence Measures: 

 

Please indicate how well the following statements characterize you (1 = not at all like me, 

5 = just like me): 

 

I ask friends or family about a show before I watch it. 1  2  3  4  5  

To make sure I watch the right TV show, I often observe what others are 

watching. 

1  2  3  4  5 

I achieve a sense of belonging by purchasing the same products and 

brands that others purchase. 

1  2  3  4  5 

 

 

Measures of TV Viewing Habits: 

 

How frequently do you watch TV? (1 = not at all, 5 = frequently). 

 

Please indicate the extent to which you enjoy watching TV (1 = dislike extremely, 5 = 

like extremely).  

 

How do you feel about Canadian shows? (1 = dislike extremely, 5 = like extremely).  

 

 

Attention Check: During the last year, how often have you experienced a fatal heart 

attack while watching TV? (1 = never, 5 = all of the time). 

 

Gender: (Male, Female). 

 

Age: (Drop-down menu).  
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APPENDIX F 

 

ESSAY 2: ADDITIONAL LAB STUDY RESULTS 

 

Manipulation Check Variable: Consumption Sociality (Index): Mean Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product  

    Description  
3.62 3.22 t(128) = 3.23, p < 0.10 

No Catchphrase in   

   Product Description 
3.10 3.34 t(128) = 1.08, p > 0.10 

Manipulation Check Variable: Consumption Sociality (Know pop culture): Mean 

Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product  

    Description  
3.77 3.70 t(128) = 0.92, p > 0.10 

No Catchphrase in    

   Product Description 
3.74 3.89 t(128) = 0.48, p > 0.10 

Mediation Variable: Feeling Connected to Others: Mean Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product 

     Description  
4.08 4.05 t(128) = 0.52, p > 0.10 

No Catchphrase in  

Product Description 
3.91 4.19 t(128) = 3.70, p < 0.10 

Control Variables: Susceptibility to Interpersonal Influence (Index): Mean 

Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product 

    Description  
2.85 2.77 t(128) = 0.10, p > 0.10 

No Catchphrase in  

   Product Description 
2.93 2.91 t(128) = 0.01, p > 0.10 
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ESSAY 2: ADDITIONAL LAB STUDY RESULTS, CONTINUED 

 

 

Control Variables: Susceptibility to Interpersonal Influence (Sense of belonging): 

Mean Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product  

   Description  
2.57 2.32 t(128) = 0.89, p > 0.10 

No Catchphrase in   

   Product Description 
2.57 2.68 t(128) = 0.16, p > 0.10 

Control Variables: Preference for Shows can Discuss with Others: Mean Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product  

   Description  
3.73 3.68 t(128) = 0.53, p > 0.10 

No Catchphrase in  

   Product Description 
3.57 3.64 t(128) = 0.76, p > 0.10 

Control Variables: Feelings about Canadian TV shows: Mean Results 

 
Catchphrase 

in Ad 

No Catchphrase 

in Ad 
Mean Difference 

Catchphrase in Product  

   Description  
2.87 2.95 t(128) = 0.21, p > 0.10 

No Catchphrase in    

  Product Description 
2.83 3.04 t(128) = 1.37, p > 0.10 
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APPENDIX G 

 

ESSAY 2: MANIPULATIONS USED IN LAB STUDY POSTTEST 

 

Priming in Catchphrase Condition Priming in Control Condition 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of a 

situation comedy that has been airing in 

Canada and will now be picked up by U.S. 

television networks. The show is titled 

Politics 101, and follows the lives of a 

coach, a professor, and a secretary who all 

work at the local university. The 

differences between their athleticism, 

intellect, and social skills are humorous.  

 

For example, in one episode, Paul (the 

secretary) finds out where Coach James got 

the money for his team’s new equipment. 

Coach James cannot believe that Paul 

found out, and asks himself incredulously 

“how did he know that!?” 

 

In another episode, when the team’s bus 

breaks down, Coach James has his players 

take taxis to their game. Professor Linda 

sees the team leaving campus in taxis and 

mentions to Paul how funny it looked. 

After Paul confronts Coach James about it, 

Coach James wonders “how did he know 

that!?” out loud. 

 

In yet another episode, Professor Linda 

informs Paul that Coach James will be 

asking for more tutors for his athletes, 

since the school was recently given money. 

Since Paul had tried to keep the news about 

the money quiet, he mutters in disbelief 

“how did he know that!?” 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of a 

situation comedy that has been airing in 

Canada and will now be picked up by U.S. 

television networks . The show is titled 

Politics 101, and follows the lives of a 

coach, a professor, and a secretary who all 

work at the local university. The 

differences between their athleticism, 

intellect, and social skills are humorous.  

 

For example, in one episode, Paul (the 

secretary) finds out where Coach James got 

the money for his team’s new equipment. 

Coach James cannot believe that Paul 

found out, and asks himself incredulously 

“who told him that!?”  

 

In another episode, when the team’s bus 

breaks down, Coach James has his players 

take taxis to their game. Professor Linda 

sees the team leaving campus in taxis and 

mentions to Paul how funny it looked. 

After Paul confronts Coach James about it, 

Coach James wonders “was he at the 

game?” out loud. 

 

In yet another episode, Professor Linda 

informs Paul that Coach James will be 

asking for more tutors for his athletes, 

since the school was recently given money. 

Since Paul had tried to keep the news about 

the money quiet, he mutters in disbelief 

“who does he talk to?” 
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APPENDIX H 

 

ESSAY 2: MEASURES USED IN LAB STUDY POSTTEST 

 

Attitude Measures: 

 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements (1 

= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree): 

 

This TV show is interesting. 1  2  3  4  5  

This TV show is humorous. 1  2  3  4  5 

Other people will find this TV show interesting. 1  2  3  4  5 

Other people will find this TV show humorous. 1  2  3  4  5 

 

 

Feeling of Connection Measure: 

 

How connected would you feel to others who currently watch this show if you begin to 

watch it? (1 = feel more disconnected, 7 = feel more connected) 

 

 

Behavioral Measure: 

 

Assume you are moving to Canada and learn that many people watch this TV show. How 

likely would you be to also watch this TV show? (1 = very unlikely, 7 = very likely) 

 

 

Gender: (Male, Female) 

 

 

Age: (Drop-down menu)  
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APPENDIX I 

 

ESSAY 3: MANIPULATIONS USED IN STUDY 1 

 

Priming in Popularity Condition Priming in Control Condition 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of a 

food truck.  

 

The Wafels & Dinges food truck has been 

operating in several U.S. cities. So far, 

people are extremely positive about it. 

According to a recent survey, 9 out of 10 

people would recommend it to others. 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of a 

food truck.  

 

The Wafels & Dinges food truck has been 

operating in several U.S. cities. It will now 

come to a location near you and will 

continue to operate in other U.S. cities. 

 

 

 

 

Priming in Discount Condition Priming in Control Condition 

 

Imagine that you find the following ad 

about this food truck. 

 

 
 

 

Imagine that you find the following ad 

about this food truck. 
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APPENDIX J 

 

ESSAY 3: MEASURES USED IN STUDY 1 

 

Purchase Intention Measures: 

 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements (1 

= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree): 

 

I will try Wafels & Dinges. 1  2  3  4  5  

I am likely to buy food from Wafels & Dinges. 1  2  3  4  5 

I am likely to go to Wafels & Dinges in the future. 1  2  3  4  5 

I am likely to recommend Wafels & Dinges to my friends. 1  2  3  4  5 

 

 

Popularity Manipulation Check: 

 

How popular do you expect Wafels & Dinges will be? (1 = not at all, 7 = very much) 

 

How interested do you believe other people will be in Wafels & Dinges? (1 = not at all, 7 

= very much) 

 

How many people do you believe would be willing to buy food from Wafels & Dinges? 

(1 = a few, 7 = a lot) 

 

 

Discount Manipulation Check: 

 

I can save money with this Wafels & Dinges deal (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly 

agree) 

 

 

Price Conscious: 

 

Please indicate how well the following statements characterize you: 

 

I shop a lot for a special discount (1 = not at all like me, 5 = just like me) 

 

I find myself checking the prices in the grocery store for even small items (1 = not at all 

like me, 5 = just like me) 
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ESSAY 3: MEASURES USED IN STUDY 1, CONTINUED 

 

 

Attention Check: During the last year, how often have you experienced a fatal heart 

attack while watching TV? (1 = never, 5 = all of the time) 

 

 

Gender: (Male, Female) 

 

 

Age: (Drop-down menu)  
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APPENDIX K 

 

ESSAY 3: MANIPULATIONS USED IN STUDY 2 

 

Priming in Popularity Condition Priming in Control Condition 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of an 

instant coffee machine.  

 

 
 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of an 

instant coffee machine.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Priming in Discount Condition Priming in Control Condition 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of an 

instant coffee machine.  

 

 

 

We are interested in your evaluation of an 

instant coffee machine.  
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APPENDIX L 

 

ESSAY 3: MEASURES USED IN STUDY 2 

 

Purchase Intention Measure: 

 

How likely would you be to purchase this coffee machine? (1 = not at all likely, 7 = very 

likely) 

 

 

Anticipated Satisfaction Measure: 

 

How satisfied would you be if you were to purchase this coffee machine? (1 = not at all 

satisfied, 7 = very satisfied) 

 

Perceived Price Fairness Measure: 

 

If you purchase this coffee machine, how fair would you perceive the price to be? (1 = 

not at all fair, 7 = very fair). 

 

 

Recommendation Likelihood Measure: 

 

How likely would you be to recommend this coffee machine? (1 = not at all likely, 7 = 

very likely) 

 

 

 

Popularity Manipulation Check: 

 

How popular do you expect this coffee machine will be? (1 = not at all, 5 = very much) 

 

How interested do you believe other people will be in this coffee machine? (1 = not at all, 

5 = very much) 

 

 

Discount Manipulation Check: 

 

I can save money with this coffee machine deal (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly 

agree) 
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ESSAY 3: MEASURES USED IN STUDY 2, CONTINUED 

 

 

Price Conscious: 

 

Please indicate how well the following statements characterize you: 

 

I shop a lot for a special discount (1 = not at all like me, 5 = just like me) 

 

I find myself checking the prices in the grocery store for even small items (1 = not at all 

like me, 5 = just like me) 

 

 

Product Affinity: 

 

How do you feel about coffee? (1 = dislike extremely, 5 = like extremely) 

 

How do you feel about instant coffee machines? (1 = dislike extremely, 5 = like 

extremely) 

 

How do you feel about this coffee machine overall? (1 = dislike extremely, 5 = like 

extremely) 

 

 

Attention Check:  

 

During the last year, how often have you experienced a fatal heart attack while watching 

TV? (1 = never, 5 = all of the time) 

 

 

Gender: (Male, Female) 

 

 

Age: (Drop-down menu)  
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APPENDIX M 

 

ESSAY 3: ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF STUDY 2 

 

 

Panel A: (Main Effects)  

Mean Results of DV: Anticipated Satisfaction 
Likelihood to 

Recommend 

Popularity Cue 4.78 4.81 

No Popularity Cue 4.77 4.90 

   Mean Difference t(123) = 0.00, p > 0.10 t(123) = 0.08, p > 0.10 

   

Discount Cue 4.84 4.73 

No Discount Cue 4.71 4.98 

   Mean Difference t(123) = 0.15, p > 0.10 t(123) = 0.64, p > 0.10 

 

Panel B: (Interaction Effects) 

DV: Anticipated Satisfaction: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 4.66 4.91 t(123) = 0.28, p > 0.10 

Control Condition 5.03 4.52 t(123) = 1.13, p > 0.10 

DV: Likelihood to Recommend: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 4.69 4.94 t(123) = 0.30, p > 0.10 

Control Condition 5.03 4.78 t(123) = 0.33, p > 0.10 

Notes. F-values are reported before the p-values. H1 concerns whether popularity 

cues alone boost either anticipated satisfaction or recommendation likelihood. H2a 

concerns whether popularity cues and price discounts together increase anticipated 

satisfaction or recommendation likelihood. H2b concerns whether popularity cues and 

price discounts together decrease anticipated satisfaction or recommendation 

likelihood. 
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ESSAY 3: ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF STUDY 2, CONTINUED 

 

 

 

DV: Coffee Affinity: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 3.97 4.00 t(123) = 0.01, p > 0.10 

Control Condition 4.33 3.61 t(123) = 5.54, p < 0.05 

DV: Instant Coffee Machine Affinity: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 3.47 3.59 t(123) = 0.20, p > 0.10 

Control Condition 3.78 3.16 t(123) = 4.53, p < 0.05 

DV: Keurig Affinity: Mean Results 

 Discount No Discount Group Difference 

Popularity Condition 3.56 3.47 t(123) = 0.11, p > 0.10 

Control Condition 3.63 3.58 t(123) = 0.03, p > 0.10 

Notes. F-values are reported before the p-values. H1 concerns whether popularity 

cues alone boost purchase likelihood. H2a concerns whether popularity cues and 

price discounts together increase purchase likelihood. H2b concerns whether 

popularity cues and price discounts together decrease purchase likelihood. 

 

 

 


